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8. A contemporary silver and 
glass swan salt, with matching miniature 
example and single spoon. Bearing 
import marks and London date letter 
1958. Largest 13cm x 13cm tall x 8cm 
wide. (3)
 £200-300
 
9. A George V silver and cut glass 
scent bottle, of bomb shape, pull off lid, 
silver collar, glass stopper. 11.5cm tall. 
London, 1920.
 £40-60
 
10. An Edward VII silver epergne, 
the Art Nouveau shaped circular dish 
supporting three stylised flower heads 
and a single straight stem, on a circular 
spreading weighted base. Chester, 1906. 
25.5cm tall x 13cm diameter. 
 £300-400
 
11. A contemporary silver sugar 
sifter, in the Queen Anne style, having 
pierced, domed pull-off lid with acorn 
finial. London, 1958, William Comyns & 
Sons Ltd. 17cm tall. 267g
 £150-200
 
12. A pair of early Victorian silver 
asparagus tongs, the chased naturalistic 
handle supporting a pair of slightly 
curved, pierced tongs. 25.5cm long. 
London, 1844, Robert Hennell. 203g. 
 £300-400
 
13. An George V Old English pattern 
silver ladle, with Elephant engraved 
terminal. London, 1927. 65g. 17cm long.
 £30-50
 
14. A contemporary silver pepper 
mill, in milk churn form, with banded 
engine turned decoration. 10cm tall. 
Birmingham, 1961. 
 £60-80
 
15. An Edward VII Britannia silver 
cream jug, of helmet shape with plain 
tapered form and high scroll handle on 
stepped circular foot. London, 1907. 8cm 
tall x 9.5long. 100g
 £100-150
 
16. A 19th Century oval Dutch 
white metal embossed box and cover, 
with silver gilt lining, open cartouches of 
Classical scenes, surrounded by ornate 
scroll borders. Marked to base. 19cm x 
10cm x 6cm high. 351g.
 £200-300
 

17. A pair of cut glass and silver 
mounted miniature decanter sets, 
the shaped bottles with hobnail cut 
design, flared collars, circular stopper 
on hardwood and silver plated gallery 
bases. Each having matching silver 
decanter labels Benedictine, Curacao, 
Cointreau, Crème de Menthe, Tia Maria 
and Drambuie. Bases 27cm wide x 11cm 
deep, total height 17.5cm. Birmingham, 
1985.
 £300-500
 
18. A pair of contemporary silver 
salt and pepper shakers, of circular 
tapered design, with textured decoration. 
SJ Rose & Son, London, 1971. 7.5cm tall. 
215g.
 £150-200
 
19. A Dutch white metal wager cup, 
modelled as a Woman in embossed dress, 
holding aloft a shaped cup. 19.5cm tall. 
201g.
 £120-180
 
20. A set of four silver engine 
turned bridge pencils, stamped Sterling 
Silver, contained in a leather style case. 
 £50-80
 
21. A set of six contemporary silver 
coasters, having engine turned design. 
Birmingham, 1973. 8.2cm diameter.
 £70-100
 
22. A contemporary silver wine 
funnel, in the 18th century style with 
removable grill and shell thumb piece. 
Birmingham, 1976, Hampton Utilities. 
80g. 11.6cm long.
 £120-180
 
23. An Edward VII silver and silver 
gilt double stamp box, with open window 
and sprung top, gilt interior. Birmingham, 
1910. 6cm x 3.7cm x 2cm tall. 33g.
 £100-150
 
24. A quantity of silver plate, 
including an arched toast rack, a 
Gentleman’s Companion, large coaster, 
and a set of fish knives.
 £30-50
 
25. A contemporary silver napkin 
holder, of three quarter, arched shape. 
Birmingham, 1987. 38g.
 £20-30
 

1. A collection of watches, 
including a ladies gold plated Rotary, with 
a box. Together with various other quartz 
wristwatches and a silver watch chain 
(44g)
 £50-80
 
2. Four early 20th century silver 
plated pocket watches, including a 
Superior Railway Timekeeper, together 
with two 1935 George V Silver Jubilee 
propelling pencils, both boxed. (6)
 £30-50
 
3. A collection of assorted medals 
and badges, including a WW1 for Services 
Rendered badge, a pair of WW1 medal 
miniatures, St Johns Ambulance badges, 
a boxed 1902 Coronation medal with box, 
etc.
 £40-60
 
4. A pair of unmarked silver 
and blue john cufflinks, 2.5cm x 2cm, 
together with a yellow and white metal 
gem set stick pin.
 £40-60
 
5. An Edward VII George III style 
knife box, with silver overlay having 
shaped front, decorated with floral 
swags, against a leather body and fitted 
stationary interior with a J. C. Vicary of 
Regent Street lock. Hallmarked J. Batson 
& Son, London, 1905. 23.5cm x 17cm x 
19.5cm deep.
 £500-700
 
6. A pair of contemporary cast 
silver and silver gilt figural candlesticks, 
in the Georgian style depicting a male 
grape picker with full basket, and a 
female flower picker, both in period 
costumes, against a naturalistic double 
branch silver and gilt base. Hallmarked CJ 
Vander, London, 1973. 22.5cm x22.5cm x 
10cm deep. 1437g each
 £3000-5000
 
7. A contemporary cast silver and 
silver gilt centrepiece, depicting children 
at play underneath an Oak tree, with cut 
glass bowl. Silver gilt figures and silver 
naturalistic base and tree. Hallmarked 
London, 1977, Edward Barnard & Sons. 
29cm tall (with bowl) x 24cm diameter. 
1860g.
 £2000-3000
 

Special Auction Services are thrilled to announce their next auction in the Midlands is set up and ready to be 
sold 25th November 2021 albeit behind closed doors. 

Please note this is a non-attended auction. Viewing for all auctions strictly by appointment, please call the office 
01384 931001 or email dudley@specialauctionservices.com to check availability. We are still offering viewings 
and valuations via WhatsApp or video calling.

You can register to bid via our website www.specialauctionservices.com. If you are a successful bidder you will 
be emailed an invoice. Upon receipt of payment via bank transfer, your items can be made ready for collection 
by appointment only. This also applies for courier collection. We are unable to offer in house postage yet in 
Dudley but recommend That’s Your Lot based locally in Wombourne on 01902 475212 or info@thats-your-lot.
co.uk.
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26. A Victorian silver sauce boat, 
having cut rim, high c-scroll handle 
and curved supports on pad feet, 
with Victorian engraved monogram. 
Birmingham, 1896, Henry Matthews. 
211g. 14.5cm x 11cm x 8.5cm wide.
 £150-200
 
27. A George V silver fixed handled 
pierced basket, of cushion shape with 
gadrooned rim and handle on bracket 
supports. Sheffield, 1912. 300g. 17.5cm 
wide x 18cm tall.
 £150-200
 
28. A pair of white metal Dunhill 
Yes No tokens, contained in card boxes.
 £80-100
 
29. A set of silver Christmas 
decorations, of pierced design, depicting 
garlands, Churches, winged Doves, 
candles, holly and ivy, mistletoe, Star of 
David, etc. 54g
 £80-100
 
30. A green leather Rolex card and 
money wallet, of rectangular form with 
gilt metal fittings. 11.5cm x 7.2cm
 £60-80
 
31. A collection of black leather 
wallets, and other items including a carry 
photo case, and notebook, mostly by 
Calibri. (4)
 £30-50
 
32. A vintage Berenice ladies 
evening bag, in the Art Deco style, with 
beadwork and tassel drop and cord 
shoulder straps.
 £30-50
 
33. A ladies Cartier gilt metal and 
leather belt, with a Panther buckle, 
stamped Cartier in red card box. 89cm 
long x 8.3cm.
 £80-100
 
34. A Cartier leather handbag, with 
decorative logo and magnetic top, with 
accompanying card numbered SL054744 
and booklet, in original felt dust bag and 
box. Bag 39cm x 32cm.
 £400-600
 
35. A collection of WW1 
memorabilia, including a WW1 medal 
pair named 29273. A. M. G. Knight. R. F. 
C., an ID bracelet and tags, a white metal 
bi-plane model, 
 £100-150
 

36. A Cartier white metal lighter, 
with box and leaflets, together with a pair 
of boxed Dunhill steel cufflinks (2)
 £120-180
 
37. A collection of coins and notes, 
including Victorian half crowns, ten 
shilling notes, Greek notes, together with 
a 2008 Beijing Olympic medallion in fitted 
case.
 £40-60
 
38. A Victorian silver mounted and 
ivory handled carving set, Sheffield, 
Joseph Rodgers & Sons. Contained in 
fitted leather case with brass mounts.
 £120-160
 
39. An early 20th century silver 
mounted Tortoiseshell dressing table 
set, contained in fitted case. 1922, 
Birmingham, Adie Brothers.
 £120-180
 
40. A large silver tray, of square 
form with raised edges and feet, 
presentation engraving to centre for 
British Legion ‘Presented to Lieut. Colonel 
C. F. Goode. OBE by the Harborne Branch 
British Legion’ dated April 1938. 31cm x 
31cm. 1000g. 
 £300-500
 
41. A silver plated late 18th / early 
19th century wine funnel, 14cm long.
 £40-60
 
42. Two Royal Mint coin sets, 1970 
and 1971, together with a Pobjoy Mint 
1977 Proof Coin Set (3)
 £20-30
 
43. A WW2 German trench art POW 
cigarette case, with carved decoration 
featuring a barbed wire border outside 
‘809758 In Englischer Gerangenschaft 
Camp 151 1943-4’ 10cm x 9cm. Together 
with six Eaglemoss wristwatches with 
magazines, etc. 
 £40-60
 
44. A silver pedestal bowl, Sheffield, 
1977. 14.5cm diameter x 9cm tall. 235g.
 £60-100
 
45. A Tag Heuer stell wristwatch, 
WE1110-R, with box and papers.
 £150-250
 
46. An Austrian 1780 Maria Theresa 
Thaler coin,  28g
 £30-50
 

47. A lovely pair of paste Art 
Deco drop earrings, with green glass 
body and pearl terminal, contained in 
contemporary box. Earrings 6cm long
 £120-180
 
48. A solid silver basting spoon, 
London, 1820, William Chawner II. 
29.5cm long. 155g.
 £80-120
 
49. A solid silver basting spoon, 
London, 1826, William Chawner II. 31cm 
long. 150g.
 £80-120
 
50. A collection of silver jewels, 
including a hinged bangle, with engraved 
floral decoration, a filigree necklace, a 
pair of amber and white metal cufflinks, 
a buckle silver bangle, butterfly wing 
pendant, all in a card box from M Barrett 
Lewes 108g
 £50-100
 
51. A pair of 9ct gold rectangular 
cufflinks, engine turned decoration to the 
rectangular fronts, chain links, together 
with another pair of torpedo engraved 
examples, 6g (4)
 £100-120
 
52. A 14k open faced ladies fob 
watch, white face Roman numerals, 
lacking glass engraved back, open 
cartouche, 32g
 £80-120
 
53. A Victorian 18ct gold ruby 
and diamond five stone dress ring, the 
three circular cut rubies flanked by old 
cut diamonds, with engraved shoulders, 
dated Birmingham 1878, boxed ring size 
O1/2, 3.1g
 £60-100
 
54. A ladies 9ct gold wrist watch, 
rectangular face marked Record, Arabic 
numerals, gold strap, gold weight 10g
 £100-120
 
55. An Edwardian clover leaf seed 
pearl and ruby pendant, of open circular 
design, marked 9ct, on a fine 9ct gold 
oval linked chain with cylindrical clasp, 
25cm together, 3g
 £60-100
 
56. An Edward VII 9ct gold signet 
ring, oval shape with engraved Gothic 
initials GN, oval tablet with tapering 
shank, ring size M1/2, 7.3g
 £80-120

57. A 19th century Bohemian oval 
garnet pendant, of concentric domed 
banded design, with a yellow metal bale, 
2.5 cm X 1.6 cm, together with a 9ct gold 
chain, clasp (af) 44 cm, 6.2g
 £60-100
 
58. A late 19th early 20th century 
9ct gold muff chain, with snap clasp, 
circular links, marked with stamp 9c, 83 
cm long 30.6g 
 £300-500
 
59. Three 9ct gold bar brooches, 
comprising, one set with a single pearl, 
another with seed pearls, and another 
with letter N, with a Wilson & Gill box, all 
with metal pins
 £30-50
 
60. An Edward VII 18ct gold ruby 
and diamond five stone dress ring, set 
with three round cut rubies and two old 
cuts diamonds, Chester 1903, ring size L, 
3.3g
 £80-120
 
61. Two 22ct gold wedding bands, 
D shape, Birmingham 1900 ring size M, 
London 1917, ring size J, 8g
 £200-300
 
62. A 9ct gold Art Nouveau circular 
locket, with engraved floral design and 
reverse with open cartouche, 3 cm X 2 cm 
Birmingham 1905, 5.4g
 £50-100
 
63. A George IV silver shilling silver 
gilt fob pendant, with scroll bale, 3 cm X 
2.5 cm, dated 1829, 13g
 £40-60
 
64. A late 19th early 20th century 
sapphire and diamond five stone 
ring, the three circular cut sapphires, 
alternately set with old cut diamonds, 
ring size S, in a M Barrett of Lewes box, 
2.8g
 £100-120
 
65. A 19th century oval engraved 
locket, floral design to back and front, 
engraved to interior, ‘In loving memory 
of Maria 10th June 1870’, locket 2.2 cm X 
1.6 cm, on a 9ct gold circular linked chain, 
24 cm together, 10g 
 £100-150
 

66. A quantity of costume jewels, 
including a string of late 19th century 
Venetian beads, a silver filigree bow 
brooch, a mother of pearl, Holy Land lace 
fringe necklace, and a quantity of other 
items including brooches, bracelets and 
tie slide etc, (a parcel)
 £40-60
 
67. A Wilfredian league of 
Gugnuncs children’s enamel badge, 
together with another for The National 
Union of Women’s Organisation, and a 
small collection of ration books and notes
 £20-30
 
68. A Victorian silver vesta and 
sovereign case, of cushioned oval shape, 
with two hinged sections for matches 
and sovereigns, in silver gilt, missing 
bale, dated Birmingham 1898, makers 
Suanders and Shepherd, 7 cm X 2.8 cm, 
36g
 £70-100
 
69. A novelty Edward VII silver and 
granite ink well, in the form of a curling 
stone, with swivel top, Edinburgh 1904, 
by Hamilton & Inches, 7 cm diameter and 
6.5 cm high, 473g
 £80-120
 
70. Three silver engraved and 
engine turned thimbles, size 8, 15 & 17 
all Birmingham, 1897, 1923 & 1931 titled  
‘The Spa’ together with a mother of pearl 
penknife with blade, button hook and file 
and a gilt metal thimble holder (5) 
 £40-60
 
71. A set of four contemporary 
silver oval shaped napkin rings, London 
1961, by Margarette Elizabeth Round, 
together with two other silver napkin 
rings, 132g (7)
 £50-80
 
72. A collection of silver table and 
flatware, including a Blue John mounted 
salt spoon, silver mustard and salt pot, a 
pair of cut glass and silver mounted salts 
and other items, 238g
 £50-100
 
73. A collection of costume 
jewellery, including a silver and gold 
eternity ring  size O, three fob pendant 
watches, a silver Celtic cross pendant, 
and other items 
 £50-100
 

74. A collection of European and 
world coins, mostly loose, including 
American rest of the world and sealed 
Euros dating from the 18th century to 
modern day (a parcel)
 £40-60
 
75. An uncirculated Eisenhower 
dollar, dated 1971 together with an 
Ireland Commemorative 1966 silver 10 
shilling coin
 £30-50
 
76. An 1810 Gibraltar one Quart 
token, issued by ‘Robert Keeling & Sons 
Gibraltar’ 
 £30-50
 
77. A Bank of Upper Canada, Bank 
Token One Penny 1857, together with an 
1854 copper penny, a fine 1783 United 
States Washington Independence coin, 
three other Georgian and Victorian coins 
(6)
 £30-50
 
78. A 1937 George VI Half Crown, 
together with a 1937 florin both EF, (2)
 £30-50
 
79. A John of Gaunt 1794 Half 
Penny, copper Fine condition, together 
with a Queen Charlotte medal, and a 
Sunday School medallion 
 £30-50
 
80. A silver one ounce silver two 
pound coin, dated 2005
 £20-30
 
81. Six silver British William IV, 
Victorian and George V coins, including 
a 1836 half crown, 1887 example, 1899 
florin, 1893 & 1889 crowns and a 1935 
crown (6)
 £50-100
 
82. A collection of proof card cased 
WWI commemorative and military 
issue coins, various Mints, including 
Royal Mint, London Mint Office, Royal 
Australian mint, including Australia’s 
First Victoria Cross one dollar, Royal Mint 
1856-2006 50 pence, Australian Mint, 
Korean War, The Last Anzacs, HMAS 
Sydney II and others
 £40-60
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83. A collection of six contemporary 
Royal Mint single, double and triple coins 
sets, commemorating various dates and 
people, Including two Charles Darwin 
2009 £2, Robert Burns £2 coin, The End 
of WWII 1945-2005 two coin set £2, 2004 
triple coin set and others 
 £40-60
 
84. A small collection of United 
Kingdom Brilliant Uncirculated coin 
collections, 2003, 2005, 2006 X 2 and a 
2007, also in the lot a Canadian 2008 coin 
set and others (8)
 £50-100
 
85. A coin album, containing various 
19th century Farthings, silver shillings, 
six pences and others including modern 
contemporary 50p coins etc
 £40-60
 
86. A collection of British and World 
Bank notes, including a blue £1 K W 
Peppiatt, green £1 P S Beale, American 
dollars and an early Ilion Bank and others
 £50-80
 
87. A collection of British, Empire 
and Commonwealth and World Stamps, 
including FDC’s, Loose Victorian and 
Edwardian and later in a Stanley Gibbons 
album, various American and Canadian 
examples 
 £150-200
 
88. A collection of hardstone and 
organic jewellery, mostly necklaces, in 
coral, stained mother of pearl, turquoise, 
shell belt and others
 £70-100
 
89. A collection of silver jewellery, 
including silver bangle, a pig brooch, 
various chains and other items, 117g
 £100-120
 
90. A large Middle eastern bangle, 
of hinged design, set with red and green 
paste stones, 9.5 cm  long X 6.2 cm 
diameter, together with a turquoise paste 
set cuff bangle, various brooches, and a 
foil glass necklace (a parcel)
 £40-60
 
91. A very large collection of 
costume jewels, including necklaces, 
brooches, cameo style panel and other 
items (a lot)
 £60-80
 

92. A large collection of costume 
jewels,  including a red lacquered 
Elephant scent bottle,  various brooches, 
necklaces and other items 
 £60-80
 
93. An 18ct gold filigree Maltese 
Cross brooch, on a safety pin back 
marked to pin, 4 cm x 2 cm, together 
with four paste brooches, a Rotary 
gentleman’s watch with date window, 
and a Medana Lever pendant watch and 
two other items 3.5g
 £80-120
 
94. A quantity of costume jewels, 
including a silver agate pendant and 
chain, a butterfly wing pendant, mother 
of pearl cross pendant, silver paste dress 
ring, and other items(a parcel)
 £60-80
 
95. A WWII Luftwaffe aviator 
talisman medal, aluminium with central 
lozenge’ Rudolf Rautenbach Leichtmetall-
Guss’, with three bi-planes dropping 
bombs, 3.8cm diameter
 £80-120
 
96. A Zeppelin: North and South 
America anniversary voyage in 1933 
enamel oval brooch/badge, coloured in 
dark and light blue, surrounded in a while 
border, with later pin to reverse, 5 cm x 
3.6 cm 
 £80-100
 
97. A Mexican silver, brass, black 
onyx and turquoise circular brooch, 
matched with a pair of earrings, brooch 
marked to reverse, 4.5 cm diameter, 
earrings with crew backs 60g (3)
 £40-60
 
98. A pair of 18kt marked snap 
cufflinks, round engine turned fronts, 
marked 18kt not tested 19g 
 £100-120
 
99. A Movado gentlemans 
wristwatch, square face with baton 
numerals, lacking strap, together with a 
Timex Quartz example, a Rotary example 
AF to glass and another 
 £40-60
 
100. A collection of costume jewels, 
including a gilt metal retro brooch with 
central amber paste stone marked 
industria Argentina, a pair of Trifari clip 
earrings, and other items in a walnut 
hinged box and a leather crocodile style 
gentlemans wallet 
 £40-60

101. A George VI silver cigarette 
box, hinged lid engine turned top with 
monogramed engraved cartouche, timber 
lined interior, 18 cm wide x 9 cm deep x 5 
cm high, Birmingham 1933, in total 587g
 £100-120
 
102. A collection of Art Deco, mother 
of pearl and abalone buttons, mostly 
backed on tortoiseshell, together with a 
collection of silver circular brooches and 
bar example
 £50-80
 
103. A set of  Edwardian W & T 
Avery Ltd Birmingham jewellers-gold 
scales, on a Mahogany plinth base with 
frieze drawer, together with a collection 
of loose garnet and paste gem stone in 
early paper stone packets, with jewellers 
loupes, 51 cm high x 36 cm wide x 20 cm 
deep  (a parcel)
 £200-300
 
104. A collection of loose peridot 
gems, mostly round cut, in a vintage 
stone packet, 37 cts 
 £100-120
 
105. A collection of loose amethyst 
and citrines and other gems,  various 
colours and cuts 
 £100-200
 
106. A small collection of loose Aqua 
Marine gems, various cuts, in a vintage 
stone packet, 31 g 
 £100-200
 
107. Four loose sapphires, cushion 
cut, 1cts
 £40-60
 
108. A collection of loose peridot 
gems, oval and mixed emerald cut, in 
vintage stone paper, 23 cts 
 £100-120
 
109. A George III 1816 shilling, 
together with a 1895 crown, a 1900 half 
crown two Jubilee Head shillings both 
1887, and other (a parcel)
 £40-60
 
110. A George IIII 1820 half Crown,  
VF condition 
 £40-60
 
111. A string of simulated amber 
oval beads, circa 1940s 34 cm together 
87g 
 £40-60
 

112. An Art Deco diamond solitaire 
oval old cut diamond ring, the shallow 
cut diamond, in twelve claw setting, 
with diamond set shoulders, ring size L, 
diamond weight 1.68cts, 4.7g
 £2000-3000
 
113. A collection of silver plate 
and metalware, including a miniature 
hipflask, Victorian EPNS teapot, F.J. 
Fowler example, together with a quantity 
of flatware
 £25-40
 
114. Two silver vanity sets, including 
a set hallmarked Birmingham 1946 
together with a Chester 1935 example, 
each comprising a mirror and four 
brushes.
 £60-100
 
115. A collection of silver and 
metalware, including a silver topped 
scent bottle, silver frame, cigarette case, 
silver moss agate top box (AF), etc.
 £120-180
 
116. An 18ct gold signet ring, 7g (AF), 
together with a small quantity of military 
badges and commemorative crowns
 £120-180
 
117. A 9ct gold Ronson lighter, having 
textured design to body, in box and 
card case with papers, Butane Ronson 
Varaflame
 £400-600
 
118. Seven British Coin Collectors 
albums, including Farthings, Threepence 
Brass, Pennies and Halfpennies. Together 
with fourteen cigarette card albums 
including Players and Wills examples, 
mostly complete and an Ogden’s 
Coronation Procession of George VI 
example (22)
 £30-50
 
119. A contemporary craftsman 
made ‘Burr-Elm’ fountain pen, with resin, 
silver plated and brass decoration, titled 
,Aloha Hawaii’, 14.5 cm long
 £80-120
 
120. A large African hardwood 
carved Crocodile sculpture, 150cm long.
 £40-60
 
121. A reproduction cast iron street 
sign, ‘Albert Sq.’, 109cm x 14.5cm.
 £30-50
 

122. A large Hutschenreuther 
presentation plate, with makers mark to 
reverse and ‘Presented By Hapag Lloyd 
Hamburg- American Line- North German 
Lloyd’, 41.5cm x 28cm, with box.
 £30-50
 
123. G. W. Steevens From Capetown 
To Ladysmith, John Williams The Martyr 
Missionary of Polynesia by James J. Ellis 
(3)
 £40-60
 
124. Two mid 20th century Tudor 
style Theatre costumes, both with 
Western Costumes, Hollywood labels to 
inside.
 £60-100
 
125. A 1960s blue glass lamp base, 
with paper label to base ‘9104’ and later 
shade. Base measures 20cm tall x 15cm 
diameter
 £40-60
 
126. A mid 20th century Japanese 
Bento box, with tiered interior in black 
and gold lacquer, with raised design on 
outer lid. 30cm x `20.5cm x 23cm tall. 
 £50-80
 
127. Michael Sutty ‘The Raising 
Of The Union Flag By A Member of 
C Company of 40 Commando Royal 
Marines, San Carlos, 21.5.82’, bone china 
figure. Limited edition 112/250, with 
certificate and original sales receipt. 
27cm tall.
 £100-150
 
128. A WW2 Hurricane or Spitfire 
piston ‘dish’, With engraved part number 
‘HAD 364M 7’ to inside. 15cm diameter. 
 £30-50
 
129. An Art Deco Royal Doulton 
Bunnykins teapot, by Barbara Vernon, 
small chip inside lid rim. 23cm long x 
11cm tall
 £30-50
 
130. Two cut glass silver mounted 
decanters, both with good fitting 
stoppers. 26cm tall and 24cm tall 
respectively with stoppers.
 £60-80
 

131. A McIntyre Moorcroft match 
striker, one side depicting ‘A Gentleman 
In Khaki’, the other with a passage from 
‘The Absent Minded Beggar’ by Rudyard 
Kipling, circa 1900. 8.5cm diameter x 
6.5cm tall.
 £50-80
 
132. A cast metal and brass mounted 
money bank, modelled as a house. 20cm 
tall
 £20-40
 
133. A late 20th century naval 
watercolour, titled M. A. James, 
Portmadog, signed to bottom left dated 
1989. Framed and glazed. 40.5 cm x 
60.5cm. 
 £20-40
 
134. An oak cased Bentima mantle 
clock, with eight day striking movement, 
with pendulum and key. 29.5cm wide. 
Together with a pair of oak and silver 
plated candlesticks.
 £20-40
 
135. A collection of cameras, 
including a Canon AE-1 and Canon 
Contina, etc.
 £80-100
 
136. A small collection of ceramics 
including, a German stoneware jug, with 
impressed marks to base, 22cm tall. 
Together with a Royal Doulton dickens 
ware pin dish, 19th century copper lustre 
jug, coalport tray, Royal Doulton jug, etc
 £30-50
 
137. Four Royal Doulton character 
jugs, including The Lawyer D6498 and 
D6504, Athos D6452, Aramis D6454 
together with a Royal Doulton Jolly Toby 
jug (5)
 £30-50
 
138. A collection of assorted 
Wedgwood jasperware, including an 
Etruria fruit bowl, a suit of cards pin dish 
set, etc (10)
 £40-60
 
139. An Edwardian ten place tea set, 
including cups, saucers, plates, etc.
 £30-50
 
140. A collection of assorted books, 
including Biggles Flies to Work, Biggles of 
The Camel Squadron, Harry Potter and 
The Half Blood Prince, etc (13)
 £30-50
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141. A quantity of Praktica cameras, 
including an MTL 3 and PL Noval bodies, 
with various lenses including Carl Zeiss 
and Pentacon examples, together with 
various accessories and bags, etc.
 £60-100
 
142. A Victorian rosewood writing 
slope, containing two fitted inkwells 
and various accessories, 42cm x 28cm. 
Together with an early 20th century 
electric shock therapy kit in wooden case 
and a walking stick (3)
 £50-100
 
143. A set of Jack Nicholas golf clubs, 
together with various others including 
wooden clubs, contained in two bags (16)
 £40-60
 
144. A Fender Sunn Mustang electric 
guitar, Serial number NC407966 stamped 
to back plate. 98cm long, with soft carry 
case.
 £50-100
 
145. An Eros Mod. 906 Raven 
acoustic guitar, with electric pickup. 
Serial number 1332 to interior label,16cm 
long with soft carry case.
 £60-100
 
146. A Wedgwood black basalt bowl, 
28.5cm diameter.
 £30-50
 
147. A late 18th Century ivory and 
baleen wig scratcher, with carved hand, 
on a tapered natural stem. 39.5cm
 £100-150
 
148. A 1960s Swiss Imhof gilt metal 
mantle clock, of square form with Roman 
numerals. 8cm high x 7cm wide x 4cm 
deep. Together with an Ingersoll travel 
alarm (2)
 £30-50
 
149. A pair of Zeiss 8x20 West 
German opera glasses, of folding form 
with leather pouch.
 £30-50
 
150. A contemporary Lalique frosted 
glass dish, surmounted with Dove with 
outstretched rings, engraved signature 
to base, with box. 10cm tall x 9.5cm 
diameter.
 £100-150
 

160. A quantity of silver plate, 
including Victorian and early 20th century 
flatware, knife rests, a EPNS pepper mill, 
a glass body inkwell, etc.
 £20-40
 
161. A large brass figural group, of a 
Farmer standing beside a Hereford Bull 
and a dog. 30cm wide x 20cm x 20.5cm 
tall.
 £20-40
 
162. A small collection of Belleek 
china, including a cream jug, bowls, vase 
and two engraved glasses decorated with 
thistles, together with two Hummels 
figures and a limited edition Eric White 
blown glass perfume bottle, engraved to 
base, with certificate and box (9)
 £40-60
 
163. A mixed lot of collectables, 
including Tunbridge boxes, a double set 
of Orient Line round shape playing cards, 
needle cases, thermometer and case, a 
boxed Oris beside clock, etc
 £30-50
 
164. Nine Royal Doulton figurines, 
including Elaine HN3307, Summer 
HN5322, Winter Ball HN5466, Cherie 
HN2341, Sweet Sixteen HN3648, Deborah 
HN3644, Best Wishes HN3971, Diana 
HN2468 and Lauren HN3290 (9)
 £120-150
 
165. Six Coalport figurines, including 
Ladies of Fashion Joan, June, Jacqueline, 
Valerie and Jenny together with True Love 
10521/12500 (6)
 £40-60
 
166. A Royal Winton chicken teapot, 
decorated in coloured enamels, 16.5cm 
high (some chips and losses)
 £30-50
 
167. A quantity of Royal Albert 
Old Country Roses, including eight oval 
platters (marked seconds), two smaller 
oval plates, six dinner plates, six side 
plates, six fruit bowls (marked seconds), 
four smaller, five coffee cans with six 
saucers, coffee pot and cafetière, eight 
teacups and saucers with six side plates, 
teapot, covered sugar, vase 20cm, 
figurine, jugs, teddies, cased spoons, 
miniatures to include covered urn, 
basket, cups and teapot, shoes, jug etc a 
quantity of seconds etc (three boxes)
 £120-150
 

151. A Bulgari Rosenthal porcelain 
Mani al Vento pattern square dish, 
signed to bottom right. 18cm square, in 
box.
 £50-100
 
152. Two Cartier ‘Year’ ashtrays, by 
Limoges, comprising a 150th Anniversary 
1847-1997 example 14.5cm square and a 
Millennium example by Haute Horogerie. 
Together with a Cartier Limoges 
rectangular 2008 dish 19.5cm x 15.5cm, 
all boxed. (3)
 £60-100
 
153. Six Patek Philippe porcelain 
‘Year’ dishes by Limoges, 2002 ‘Fabrique 
1927’ 11.5cm x8.8cm, 2004 ‘Fabrique 
1920’ 20cm x 16cm, 2005 ‘1989 Travel 
Clock’, 2006 ‘1904 Ornaments Moyen-
age’, 2007, 2008 ‘Les Poissons’. 
 £200-300
 
154. Two West Bromwich Albion 
signed footballs, together with a quantity 
of related football books
 £40-60
 
155. The Cyclist Pocket Touring Maps 
of Britain, set of seven folded maps in 
card covers and outer case. 11.5cm x 
7.5cm.
 £30-50
 
156. A collection of assorted 
cigarette cards and transfers, including 
Players, CaCarreras, Churchman’s, etc.
 £20-40
 
157. A collection of mid 20th century 
British Ordinance Survey maps, including 
Bartholomew’s Road Maps, Coates & 
Parker’s, Bacon’s New Survey Map of 
Dorset, together with a collection of 
American examples for Phoenix, San 
Francisco, Arizona, New Mexico, etc.
 £50-80
 
158. A quantity of early 20th century 
books, including Longfellows Poetical 
Works, bound volumes of Girl Own 
Annual 1885 and 1889, etc.
 £40-60
 
159. A collection of WW1 
memorabilia, including WW1 sweetheart 
brooches, Services Rendered badges, a 
pair of horse brasses with leather mounts 
for Prince of Wales Own Hussars, RAF 
badges, an RAF ceramic mug, etc 
 £50-80
 

168. A Royal Albert Lady Carlyle tea 
service, with nine cups and eight saucers, 
covered sugar four sandwich and bread 
and butter plate (all marked seconds) 
together with various Aynsley Orchard 
Gold (some seconds) etc
 £50-80
 
169. A quantity of ceramics, including 
Palissy Game Series cups and saucers, 
Booths Real Old Willow, Balmoral Woods 
Ware, Woods Toby Jugs etc
 £50-80
 
170. A Chinese blue and white lidded 
jug, having dragon and floral decoration 
ot shaped bell body, fish handle, shaped 
rim, 22cm high, six character mark to 
base, relief dragon decorated vase with 
figural twin handles, six character mark 
to base, 19cm high together with stone 
carved female elder, 22.5cm high (3)
 £30-50
 
171. A contemporary cast sculpture, 
three dolphins above waves, shaped 
plinth base, 24cm high
 £20-30
 
172. A model of a spitfire on plinth 
base under glass dome, 11cm high 
together with a print of a spitfire, Barrie A 
F Clark, 49.5cm x 75cm, ship in bottle and 
model ship (4)
 £30-50
 
173. A contemporary sculpture, 
Welsh slate mountain with mountain 
climber, on square plinth base, 15cm 
square x 16cm high
 £20-30
 
174. A collection of blue and white 
Jasperware, including lighter, lidded 
circular pot, square box, pin trays etc 
together with Royal Doulton Elaine 
HN3214 and Southern Belle and Coalport 
Prudence
 £40-60
 
175. Glass dressing table objects, 
comprising tray, candlestick and four jars 
and covers
 £20-30
 
176. A Canon A1 outfit, Canon Power 
Shot S50, Olympus Trip XB40 AF, camera 
cases etc
 £60-80
 

177. A part Royal Worcester Howard 
dinner service, comprising fourteen 
dinner plates, fourteen side plates and 
fourteen soup bowls
 £80-120
 
178. A large quantity of flatware 
and silver plate, including a Mappin and 
Webb canteen of cutlery, various other 
cutlery, cased sets of teaspoons etc
 £120-180
 
179. A collection of Susie Cooper 
ceramics, comprising two double handled 
tureens and covers, serving bowl, two 
twin handled soup bowls, and seven 
plates and saucers of various sizes all with 
silver lustre leaf border to beige ground 
together with a heavy clear glass wavy 
rim vase, 26cm high
 £80-100
 
180. A Middle America Spanish 
influence mirror, of shaped rectangular 
form, having plastic raised sections and 
panels with red and blue floral and bird 
decoration heightened and bordered in 
gilt with shaped ornate pediment to top, 
70cm x 39cm
 £200-250
 
181. A set of six heavy Mexican 
glasses, having shaped faceted bases 
with overlaid silver figural decoration to 
body and Greek Key style border to tops, 
14.5cm high (6)
 £50-80
 
182. A collection of silver plated 
items, including a Mappin and Webb 
three piece tea service, of Art Deco style, 
with ebonised handle and finial to teapot, 
23cm high, a three piece cruet set, coffee 
service (af), toast rack etc
 £70-100
 
183. A silver plated cocktail shaker, 
having twist and reveal menu to body, 
with registration number 398119 to base, 
27cm high
 £150-200
 
184. A brass tortoise bell, with 
Damascene decorated shell, having twist 
mechanism to belly with push tail to 
make bell sound, impressed BOJ PAT No 
19536 No 30366, 14cm long x 7.5cm wide 
x 5cm high
 £200-300
 

185. A collection of 1950s and 60s 
cruise memorabilia, including postcards, 
fans, souvenir spoons, passenger 
lists, invitations and shore excursion 
pamphlets
 £30-50
 
186. Pablo Picasso (1881-1973), 
limited edition lithograph Saltimbanques 
signed and dated lower right 5.3.58, 
24cm x 19cm, framed and glazed
 £200-300
 
187. A late 18th or early 19th 
Century oil on canvas, South American 
saint in red and gilt robes with rolling 
water, birds and foliage to background, 
in gilt carved frame, (af), 31.5cm x 21cm, 
max 55cm x 31cm
 £250-300
 
188. Toon Kelder (1894-1973), oil 
on canvas, crucifixion scene, with figures 
and children to foreground mourning 
and guards on horseback and standing 
with crucifixion behind, signed lower left, 
87cm x 68cm, in carved and moulded gilt 
frame with losses
 £600-800
 
189. A contemporary oil on canvas, 
saddles hanging in tack room, signed 
lower right McConnelly, 62cm x 79cm, in 
gilt frame
 £200-300
 
190. Oil on board, Mediterranean 
coastal bay scene, signed lower left 
Pippapozzi or similar, 49cm x 58cm, in 
moulded white frame with gilt highlights
 £120-180
 
191. F C Thorn,  oil on board, Place du 
Tente, signed lower right, 53cm x 44cm in 
gilt frame with Brighton Fine Art Galleries 
Sussex Exhibition 1939 31 label verso
 £100-120
 
192. A brass pricket candlestick, 
having column supported on urn with 
religious scenes in relief to triangular 
base on scroll feet, 55cm high max 
(drilled for electricity), together with a 
pair of brass stirrups and two resin elder 
mounted brass lamp bases, 45cm and 
49.5cm max high (5)
 £50-80
 

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price

the-saleroom.com Premium: 25% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 30% of the Hammer Price
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193. Luis Alberto Sangroniz (1896-?), 
oil on canvas, portrait study Daria Herve 
mistress of Jose Payan, seated wearing 
dark fur and string of pearls to neck with 
pearl earrings 72cm x 58cm 
 £800-1000
194. Luis Alberto Sangroniz (1896-?), 
oil on canvas, portrait study Daria Payan, 
daughter of Daria Herve and Jose Payan, 
signed lower left and inscribed Paris, 
79cm x 63cm 
 £800-1000
 
195. A Norwegian Figgjo Flint four 
person coffee can and saucer set, in 
yellow, one can af
 £40-60
 
196. A Nettar 515/2 Zeiss Ikon 
camera, together with a Kodak Retinette 
IB Rodenstock Reomar 1:2,8/45mm both 
in brown leather cases
 £30-50
 
197. A silver plated picture frame, 
of square form with circular aperture, 
having relief moulded scroll decoration 
and vacant cartouche on wooden mount 
with easel back, 21cm x 20cm
 £30-50
 
198. A wooden carved sabre paper 
knife, inscribed Victory Trafalgar 1805, 
25cm, together with another carved 
handled flip, an ebonised figural handled 
and example and a folding ruler, The 
Chapin Stephens Co no 51
 £40-60
 
199. A pair of brass vases, of baluster 
form having floral and scroll decoration 
engraved HK Made in India 1609 C to 
bases, 13cm high together with an ivy 
leaf pin tray, three circular pin trays, a 
pig pin tray and an inlaid hexagonal box, 
14cm wide
 £30-50
 
200. A Minolta Dynax 300si camera, 
Haja lens and Minolta 110 zoom SLR 
camera
 £40-60
 
201. A pair of oval glass domes on 
ebonised stands with velvet bases, 
containing bisque porcelain figures of boy 
and girl, 42cm high max x 22cm diameter
 £60-80
 
202. A stained beech wheel 
barometer, with shaped top, 50cm x 
19.5cm diameter, impressed 6419 verso
 £30-50

203. A Butlins Motor Cycle Club 
badge, 9.5cm x 6cm
 £30-50
 
204. Royal Doulton baby figurines, 
comprising First Steps HN 3361, Peek-a-
boo HN 3363, Well Done HN 3362 and 
What Fun HN 3364 (4)
 £30-50
 
205. A Bonzo salt and pepper, 7.5cm 
high together with a mouse example, 
10.5cm high and an egg cup with duckling 
decoration
 £30-50
 
206. A quantity of German figures of 
children, together with monkey top hat 
egg cups, and others
 £20-30
 
207. Two cased sets of lawn bowls, 
comprising Thomas Taylor Size 1 and 
a pair of Hemselite Bias 2 Full crown 
conquest
 £20-30
 
208. A collection of Thomas The 
Tank Engine books, all by The Rev W 
Awdry, Kaye Ward, to include James the 
Red Engine, Henry the Green Engine and 
others (10)
 £10-20
 
209. A WWII Monopoly Board Game, 
and another
 £20-30
 
210. A commemorative signed 
miniature Worcester Cricket Bat, 
signatures including Mike Gatting, Wilf 
Slack, Neil Williams, Richard Ellis, Norman 
Cowans, Mike Bradley etc, 43cm together 
with a collection of Worcestershire 
County Cricket Club Year Books 80s-90s, 
cricket ball, photograph etc
 £40-60
 
211. A small collection of linen, 
including baby shawl, cloths etc
 £30-50
 
212. A large early 20th Century 
Japanese Meiji period ceramic bowl, 
with stamp to base decorated in blue, red 
and gilt glaze. 27.5cm diameter
 £80-100
 
213. A large brass desk lamp, with 
PAT tested certificate dated 21/4/21. 
45.5cm tall.
 £60-100
 

214. A Regency sycamore ‘Pope 
Joan’ gaming wheel, with lift off central 
roundel and segmented design, painted 
raised decoration and revolving base. 
30cm diameter.
 £150-200
 
215. A large copper bowl or pan, 
28cm diameter x 11cm high.
 £30-50
 
216. A Wedgwood Butterfly lustre 
pedestal bowl, stamped pattern number 
24832 with maker’s mark to base. 20.5cm 
diameter x 14cm high.
 £400-600
 
217. A 19th century Davenport plate, 
with scenes of three men rowing on a 
Continental river scene. 27cm x 21cm
 £80-120
 
218. A Chinese hardstone 
polychrome figure, with red dyed 
decoration and gilt collars and cuffs. 
9.5cm tall.
 £200-300
 
219. Three early 20th Century tea 
sets, including James Kent Pompadour 
example, Czechoslavakia lustre and one 
other.
 £40-60
 
220. A quantity of Sylvac ceramic 
animal figures, including Dogs, Rabbits, 
Cats, etc. Largest 28cm tall. (21)
 £30-50
 
221. A quantity of assorted floral 
ceramics, including Sylvac, Avon ware, 
Shorter, etc.
 £20-40
 
222. A quantity of glassware, 
including flashed glass, engraved, glass 
moulds, etc
 £20-40
 
223. Two early 20th Century spice 
cabinets, together with an oak tazza and 
a globe (31cm tall) (4)
 £40-60
 
224. A mixed lot of assorted 
collectables, including ceramic pill boxes, 
Woods Areca Nut Tooth Paste pot lid, 
bone china ornaments, silver plated 
boxes, etc
 £20-40
 

236. A carved lidded wooden casket, 
of shaped rectangular form, decorated 
with polychrome enamels with birds and 
foliage heightened in gilt, 25.5cm x 9.5cm 
x 14cm high
 £20-30
 
237. A pair of soapstone carved 
lion figures, both with front paw atop 
waterlily, on rectangular plinths, 16cm 
high
 £60-80
 
238. A bronze Japanese vase, having 
relief moulded cranes and clouds to body, 
script to neck, impressed mark to base, 
25.5cm high (af)
 £40-60
 
239. A silver plate tureen and cover, 
with stand and burner together with 
another tureen and two hot water jugs
 £30-50
 
240. An oak framed Blick Time 
Recording Machine, having circular white 
enamelled dial with Roman Numerals and 
inscribed Blick Time Recorders Ltd 188, 
Grays Inn Road, London WV, 87cm x 34cm 
x 28cm deep (with keys)
 £100-150
 
241. A sharks jaw, with teeth, 36cm 
max high
 £60-100
 
242. A collection of brassware, to 
include horse brasses on straps (12), 
standing horse model 22cm high, wall 
mounted horse head in horseshoe, 
framed horse
 £80-120
 
243. Apprentice glass, comprising 
hammer, 20cm and horn, 23cm together 
with a blue and white Wedgwood plate 
and a Royal Worcester Old Lady Candle 
Snuffer 240/600
 £30-50
 
244. An uninterrupted series of Film 
Magazine, 1964-1979 (three boxes)
 £80-120
 
245. A collection of coloured 
glassware, including purple fish, bowls, 
vases, decanter etc
 £50-100
 
246. Eleven codd bottles, including 
Hunt & Co, T H Martin, Harrison & Crofts, 
Dan Rylands etc
 £40-60

225. A collection of Japanese 
ceramics, including a pair of Imari lidded 
urns, a pair of caddies marked ‘Foreign’ 
etc. Together with a pair of large Chinese 
urns 59cm tall
 £40-60
 
226. Four Royal Doulton ladies, 
HN2791, HN2379, HN3711, HN2805, 
together with other items
 £30-50
 
227. A quantity of early 20th 
Century boxed cutlery sets, including 
coffee spoon sets, carving sets, etc. 
Together with a quantity of loose flatware 
including salad servers, set of ceramic 
napkin rings, etc
 £40-60
 
228. Two cased Viners 44 piece Kings 
Royale cutlery canteens, together with a 
wooden cased canteen (3)
 £50-80
 
229. Three pieces of Aynsley Orchard 
Gold, include lidded urn, bowl and water 
jug (3)
 £20-40
 
230. Two large early 20th Century oil 
lamps, tallest 62cm tall with shades and 
chimneys, one with opaque blue floral 
decorated reservoir (2)
 £100-150
 
231. A collection of assorted 
metalware, including a chrome covered 
ceramic tea set, large tray
 £30-50
 
232. A large quantity of assorted 
ceramics, including teapots, Masons, 
Wedgwood jasperware, Czechoslovakia, 
etc (6 Boxes)
 £60-100
 
233. A quantity of Christmas 
decorations, together with a cocktail set, 
etc.
 £20-30
 
234. A pair of Carl Zeiss Jena 
binoculars, Jenoptem 10x50w, contained 
in a leather case.
 £30-50
 
235. Three Charlie Chaplin figurines, 
comprising a Porcelanas M Requena 
Valencia Spain example, 20.5cm high, a 
seated examples with dog a lamp post, 
21cm high and another (3)
 £50-80

247. Staffordshire blue and white 
ceramic sardine dish, in plated stand with 
figural feet, twin handles and lid together 
with Doulton Burslem Jersey sauce 
tureen with lid, stand and spoon af
 £30-50
 
248. Two umbrellas, one black 
example with bamboo effect handle 
98cm and a striped brown example with 
carved dog mask handle, 86.5cm (2)
 £40-60
 
249. A baluster Satsuma vase, with 
bird and blossom decoration to body, 
floral border to foot, moulded ring 
handles, heightened in gilt, 37cm high 
together with red ground terracotta 
folk art style urn vase with stipple effect 
decoration and twin handles, 28cm high 
and a turquoise and brown lustre effect 
vase, 28cm high (3)
 £30-50
 
250. Three late 20th Century bronzed 
figures, of waterbuffalo and figures 
together with circular medallion with 
Emperor Showa and dated 1901-1990, 
8cm diameter
 £120-180
 
251. A Chinese bronzed lotus leaf 
mirror, having crane, elephant and figural 
decoration 13cm x 12.5cm together with 
four after life animal and symbol mirrors, 
each 4cm diameter
 £120-180
 
252. A boneite carving of seated 
Buddha, sat crossed legged atop lilypad, 
9cm high,  on stepped plinth base, 15cm 
max high
 £70-90
 
253. A carved Chinese soapstone 
brush pot, having monkeys and birds to 
body supporting reservoir, 15cm high
 £30-50
 
254. A collection of cigarette cards, 
including some framed Copes Golfers, 
John Players Dickins and an album of 
John Players film stars
 £30-50
 
255. A collection of Star Trek trading 
cards, in albums to include Voyager, The 
Next Generation and others
 £50-100
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256. Trading Cards, to include 
Playboy 1950s - 1990s, Lord of The 
Rings, The McFarlane Era Spider-Man, 
Superman the Movie and others
 £80-120
 
257. A very large collection of 
Classical Records, including various 
Fontana, EMI, Eclipse (six boxes)
 £100-150
 
258. Two boxes of records, including 
country and western, Abba, Motown and 
other LPS, 45s and others
 £30-50
 
259. Paper ephemera relating to the 
Pearson family, including letters dated 
1920s-later, greetings cards, some cut 
out in scrap books from 1880s-later, 
photographs etc
 £50-100
 
260. A 1915 Panama-Pacific 
International Exposition San Francisco 
glass souvenir piece, having glass sphere 
enclosing flowers, commemorative 
stamps and colours atop shaped splayed 
foot support, 27.5cm high
 £120-150
 
261. A North American turkey 
feather fan, having Indian Birch wood 
embroidered handle and central coloured 
taxidermy birds, in glazed ebonised case, 
61cm x 14cm x 64cm high
 £50-80
 
262. A large limited edition Sturgeon 
print of Bakewell, children fishing in 
brook before village, signed in pencil 
lower right and numbered 432/850 in 
pencil to left margin with blind stamp, 
38.5cm x 70.5cm with mount and in gilt 
frame
 £50-100
 
263. A pair of limited edition 
Sturgeon prints, depicting children at 
play, dressing up 338/850 and playing 
cards 224/850, both pencil signed and 
numbered in margins, 25.5cm x 47.5cm, 
mounted and framed (2)
 £50-100
 
264. A set of four miniature 
embossed season scenes, by Angelillo, 
in coloured enamels on white metal, all 
framed and glazed, image size, 6cm x 4cm 
(4)
 £40-60
 

265. Queen Victorian 
commemorativeware including a 
Doulton Lambeth jug, having silver rim, 
with relief Dei Gratia Victoria Queen 
& Empress to green top section with 
relief moulded portraits under and ‘She 
wrought her people lasting good’, 14cm 
high together with a Copeland Victoria 
jug, Wedgwood mug and two plates (5)
 £30-50
 
266. A stained wooden desk top 
inkwell, having two glass slot in wells 
with pussy cat head hinged metal lids, 
either side ebonised carry handle with 
pen tray to front and long drawer under 
on four squat feet, 25cm x 12 cm x 13cm 
high
 £30-50
 
267. Art Deco Plant figurine, 
Marigold no 116 Potted by Plant, 20cm 
high, glued 
 £20-30
 
268. A collection of brass book 
marks, having coloured enamel mounts 
to include butterflies, birds, flowers, cross 
etc (26) together with a pierced brass 
hinged lid double stamp box on bracket 
supports, 8.5cm x 5.5cm x 4cm high
 £20-30
 
269. A pair of gilt framed oval 
silhouettes, with labels verso Christine 
Silver, each 24cm x 18.5cm (2)
 £20-30
 
270. A pair of modern ornate gilt 
mirrors, having scroll, floral and cherub 
decoration, 69cm x 50cm max (2)
 £40-60
 
271. Two camera posters, Wolfgang 
Suschitzky, Amsterdam, 59.5cm x 45cm 
together with an 2014 Cavallini Papers & 
Co Inc Printed in Korea on Italian paper, 
70cm x 50cm (2)
 £20-30
 
272. A 1930s or 40s bound trunk, 
having moulded wooden banding and 
metal bracket supports, some paper 
labels, leather carrying handles, brass 
locks, 92cm x 34cm x 55cm
 £20-40
 
273. Two gilt framed rectangular 
bevelled glass mirrors, 62cm x 85cm and 
42cm x 89cm max (2)
 £40-60
 

274. A skin effect covered wooden 
two division hinged lid rectangular tool 
box, 60cm x 30xm x 23cm, handle af and 
taped, containing pair of clogs, binoculars 
and wooden jewellery caskets
 £30-50
 
275. An artists lay figure, on stand, 
33cm high together with travelling easel 
and box
 £20-30
 
276. A set of JRR Tolkien Revised 
Second Edition The Lord of the Rings, 
George Allen & Unwin, together with a 
copy of The Hobbitt and The Children of 
Hurin (5)
 £60-80
 
277. Two boxes of photographic 
interest, including Best of Friends 1-10, 
150 Years of Britain in Pictures, Yerbury 
A Photographic Collection 1850-1993 
Mercat Press Malcolm Cant, Trevor E 
R Yerbury, Advanced Photography A 
Grammar of Techniques etc
 £50-100
 
278. Two German novelty scent 
bottle holders, both in the form of 
lighthouses, containing glass scent or 
perfume bottles. 
 £30-50
 
279. Paragon Rockingham tea and 
dinnerwares, including six trios, teapot, 
hot water, six sandwich plates, two bread 
and butter plates, two slop bowls, six 
soups, four large plates, six egg cups, jug 
and twin handled plate
 £50-100
 
280. Six figurines, including Royal 
Doulton Top o’the Hill HN1833, Tinkle 
Bell HN1677 COPR 1935, Stayed at 
Home HN2207 COPR 1957, Paisley Shawl 
HN1988, Twilight HN2256 COPR 1970 
(af), Silks and Ribbons HN2017 COPR 
1948
 £100-150
 
281. Paragon Honitonware, including 
six dinner plates, six side plates, six lunch 
plates, two oval platters, twin handled 
lidded tureen, sauce boat
 £40-60
 

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price

the-saleroom.com Premium: 25% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 30% of the Hammer Price

282. A pair of Royal Doulton Slaters 
Patent vases, having green top section 
to baluster body with gilt strap work and 
blue floral decoration to  taupe body 
heightened in gilt, impressed 7586 to 
base 22.5cm high
 £80-100
283. A Royal Doulton Slaters Patent 
jardiniere, having blue and white floral 
decoration to body with cobalt blue 
either side, heightened in gilt, impressed 
5746 to base,18cm high
 £50-80
 
284. A collection of assorted books, 
including Harry Potter and the Order of 
The Phoenix, 1910-1935 The King’s Grace, 
Enid Blyton books, etc
 £30-50
 
285. Two vintage cameras, a Kodak 
fold out camera with another, both with 
cases
 £20-40
 
286. A quantity of tools, measuring 
and engineering equipment, including 
Moore & Wright, William Fox & Sons 
examples, etc.
 £30-50
 
287. An oak Art Deco style 
barometer, Shortland Smiths, 47cm
 £20-30
 
288. A contemporary Franz Hermle 
clock garniture, having porcelain panels 
the clock depicting seated woman being 
picked fruit by gent in country landscape 
and village scene columns either side 
with gilt brass supports, crossed torches 
and wreath to bottom, claw feet and urn 
finial, 41cm high garnitures with couple 
scenes, 32cm high
 £100-120
 
289. Ten shells from RAF fighter 
plane, impressed RG79
 £40-60
 
290. Two RAC car mascot badges, 
together with an AA example (3)
 £20-40
 
291. Five film advertising UK quad 
posters, comprising The Magnificent 
Two, Hombre, One Silver Dollar, The Rare 
Breed and The Professionals (5)
 £20-40
 

292. Five film advertising UK quad 
posters, comprising The Chase, Bunny 
Lake is Missing, Knights of the Round 
Table, The 25th Hour and Summer Magic 
(5)
 £20-40
 
293. Five film advertising UK quad 
posters, comprising Beserk/Torture 
Garden, Gunpoint, 40 Guns to Apache 
Pass, The Wrong Box and Viva Maria (5)
 £20-40
 
294. Five film advertising UK quad 
posters, comprising The Shutter Room, 
Repulsion, La Ronde, The Greatest Story 
Ever Told and The Gun Hawk (5)
 £20-40
 
295. Five film advertising UK quad 
posters, comprising The Knack, Lt Robin 
Crusoe/Run Apoloosa Run, Ride the 
Wind, Seven Brides for Seven Brothers/
King Solomans Mines and The Ride to 
Hangmans Tree (5)
 £20-40
 
296. Five film advertising UK quad 
posters, comprising The Big Mouth/Dead 
Heat on a Merry go Round, Desperado 
Trail, Doctor at Large, The Fall of the 
Roman Empire and Guns of Navarone (5)
 £20-40
 
297. Five film advertising UK quad 
posters, comprising Man of the Moment, 
Tom Jones/Never on Sunday, Murderers’ 
Row, Batman/The Man Called Flinstone 
and Peter Pan (5)
 £20-40
 
298. Five film advertising UK quad 
posters, comprising Cat Ballou/You Must 
be Joking!, Accident/Just Like a Woman, 
On the Beat, Blindfold and Our Man Flint 
(5)
 £20-40
 
299. Three film advertising UK 
quad posters, comprising A High Wind 
in Jamaica/Dear Brigitte, The Helicopter 
Spies and The Ambushers together with 
a quantity of premier programmes, 
publicity ephemera etc
 £20-40
 

300. Approximately 170 rolled film 
posters, rolled condition, mostly 24’ x 17’ 
including duplicates, titles to include Con 
Air, Demolition Man, Face Off, Godfather 
Part III, Judgement Day, Men In Black and 
others together with a quantity of home 
drawn film posters
 £20-40

301. A quantity of linen, to include 
child’s cape with embroidery, cloths, 
napkins etc
 £10-20
 
302. Chris D Watkiss, two framed 
watercolours, Threshing Drum and 
Traction Engine, signed lower right, 19cm 
x 25cm together with Sprit Sail Barge 
‘Venta’ on the R Blackwater signed lower 
right, 18cm x 25cm both with 2 Paddock 
Close Salisbury gallery labels, 
 £100-200
 
303. A quantity of vinyl records, 
including Shakin Stevens, Duran 
Duran, Gladys Knight, Frankie Goes To 
Hollywood, etc. Approx 75. Together with 
a collection of 7’ singles.
 £40-60
 
304. Eleven vintage London 
Transport ‘E’ plates from various routes, 
these metal signs, with usually a white 
enamel coating and black numerals, 
measuring approximately 13 x 12cm, 
were placed in the slots on the bus stop 
flag along the specified route. Those 
included here are  21 ‘Fare Stage’, 36B, 
141 Mon-Sat, 182 (with an adhesive 
vinyl numbered split plate sign ‘719 759’ 
created  on the reverse), 190 Mon-Sat, 
201, 211 Mon-Sat,  262 (with Mon-Sat 
removed), 269, and 317 together with a 
black plate with white numerals for the 
N96 Night Service. Conditions vary. (11)
 £50-80
 
305. A  Bus Route Number blind 
box in working order, containing three 
numeric Tyvek blinds, the unit having 
two metal panels attached, one bearing 
a large ‘London Buses’ roundel, together 
with a boxed Routemaster bus Telephone 
with BT plug attached. A small quantity of 
other London Transport bus related items 
are also form part of this lot including 
two large London Transport vinyl Bus 
Stop information signs and a Piccadilly 
Line London Underground carriage map, 
all of which appear unused.
 £40-60
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306. Eight vintage London Transport 
Temporary Bus Stop paper signs, all 
approximately 35.5 x 41cm, including  
two versions of the ‘Bus and Coach 
Compulsory and Request’ split sign and 
a  hard to find split sign for ‘Bus Stop 
and Red. Arrow Request’, all appear G+/
VG, together with an interesting group 
of  other vintage London Transport signs 
and posters. Other items include a clear 
perspex sign for the Red Arrow Service 
511 ‘Saturday & Sunday’, which operated 
from Victoria to Victoria Coach Station for 
only a short time during1972, a 1969 Red 
Arrow leaflet, five early 1960’  ‘Buses for 
Trolleybuses’ information panel posters 
and a small District Line Underground 
carriage card sign, the latter measuring 
approximately 14x16.5cm.(16)
 £50-80
 
307. Twenty seven vintage London 
Transport Slip Board destination posters, 
which were used on RT and Routemaster 
Buses as a temporary supplement to 
the main destination displays, their 
purpose being to inform prospective 
passengers of specific places or events 
along the route. The posters measure 
approximately 62 x 19 or 63 x 8.5cm. 
Amongst the destinations included in 
this group are The Zoo, Kew Gardens, 
Chelsea Flower Show, The Oval, Trafalgar 
Square, Heathrow Airport Roof Gardens 
and Observation Platforms, Regent 
Street, Earl’s Court Exhibition Centre, 
Westminster Abbey, St. Paul’s, Oxford 
Street Laser Display, Olympia, Fulham 
Football Ground, Millwall Football 
Ground, Hampton Court Palace etc., and 
all appear VG. (27)
 £50-80
 
308. Twenty seven vintage London 
Transport Slip Board destination posters, 
which were used on RT and Routemaster 
Buses as a temporary supplement to the 
main destination displays, their purpose 
being to inform prospective passengers of 
specific places or events along the route. 
The posters measure approximately 
62 x 19 or 63 x 8.5cm. Amongst the 
destinations included in this group are 
Hampstead Heath, Oxford Street, The 
Old Vic, Camden Festival, White City, Tate 
Gallery, Royal Festival Hall, The Strand, 
The Zoo, Tottenham Hotspur Football 
Ground, West Ham Football Ground, 
Houses of Parliament, Baker Street for 
Madame Tussaud’s/Planetarium etc., and 
all appear G+/VG. (27)
 £50-80
 

309. Seven original London Transport 
bus interior posters, mostly from the 
1970’s including two different  ‘Bus 
Drivers Wanted’ posters, Changes to 
Services 110/111, 1974 Green Line 
Coaches, a pre-decimal ‘Red Bus Rovers’ 
ticket poster, ‘Bank Holiday Bus Services’ 
and  ‘Seats for the Disabled’, all appear 
G to VG  with sizes ranging from  66 x 
20.3cm to 73.5 x 14cm.  Also included 
is a London Transport ‘Billy Brown of 
London Town’ Underground carriage 
poster measuring approximately 21.2 x 
61.7cm, possibly a later London Transport 
reproduction of the David Langdon 
wartime original, with some tape at 
various points around the edge and some  
loss at the lower centre edge of the 
poster. (8)
 £40-60
 
310. A vintage 1976 London 
Transport ‘Travel Enquiries’ poster 
476/1599M/5000, the artwork by Harry 
Stevens, printed by The Curwen Press 
Ltd., measuring approximately 20.2 x 
66cm, VG, together with seven original 
London Transport bus interior posters, 
mostly from the 1970’s including three 
posters relating to Decimalisation. ‘Bus 
Drivers Wanted’, LT Round London 
Sightseeing Tour, a  ‘Red Bus Rovers’ 
ticket poster and  ‘Spring Bank Holiday 
Bus Services’, all appear G to VG  with 
sizes ranging from  66 x 20.3cm to 73.5 x 
14cm.
 £70-100
 
311. Seven hard to find vintage 
miniature prints of London Transport 
Poster Artwork, the colour prints, 
average size approximately 12 x 15cm,  
were available to purchase from the 
London Transport Broadway office during 
the late 1940’s/early 1950’s  and are 
housed in coloured card folders which 
bear the London Transport roundel 
on the front. Those included in this 
lot are ‘City of London’ Bawden 1952, 
‘London’s River’ Minton 1951, ‘Country 
Houses’ Gardiner 1951, 2 x ‘Woods’ 
Kauffer 1938, ‘Lambing’ Leighton 1938 
and ‘Twickenham’ Kauffer 1924.  These 
come with an LT duplicated typewritten 
list of the prints which were available in 
the series. Also included as part of this 
lot are two vintage books on London 
Transport posters, both with dust jackets, 
‘Art for All’ (1949) and ‘London Transport 
Posters’, an LT publication from 1963. (10)
 £50-80
 

312. A group of vintage London 
Transport RT bus related items, including 
a Running Number Holder  with four 
running number stencil plates, 6, 45, 
58 and 149 together with a section of 
fabric cut from the interior of  bus RT458 
(HLX275), which bears the vehicle fleet 
number, prior to it being sold for scrap 
in December 1963. Also included as part 
of this lot is an original black and white 
London Transport  photographic print 
of RT954, approximately 21.5 x 16.5cm, 
stamped LTB Copyright on the reverse 
together with detailed typewritten 
information about the ‘Player’s Cigarette’ 
advertising that is being carried on the 
offside of the vehicle, including pricing for 
the advertisement banner. (7)
 £30-50
 
313. A group of vintage London 
Transport Routemaster bus related 
items, including a twin slot Running 
Number Holder with four metal stencil 
plates, Q, 211, 220, 238, a metal ‘Unfit’ 
plate and a later plastic running number 
plate ‘151’ together with a London 
Transport Park Royal Vehicles body plate.  
Also included as part of this lot are two 
original black and white London Transport  
photographic prints of  Routemaster 
buses, RM1663 and RM1769,  each 
approximately 21.5 x 16.5cm, stamped 
LTB Copyright on the reverse together 
with detailed typewritten information 
about the ‘Player’s Cigarette’ advertising 
that is being carried on the offside 
of the vehicles, with pricing for the 
advertisement banner being specified on 
one. (10)
 £50-80
 
314. Four hundred and thirty eight 
London Transport Bus Photographs, 
mostly in colour and predominantly of  
Routemasters although does include 
RT’s and other types and some in black 
and white. This lot also includes a small 
number of 35mm slides taken on the last 
day of operation of RT buses in London in 
Spring 1979 together with other London 
bus slides and some negatives.
 £50-80
 
315. Three Bus Ticket Machines 
including a two way Ultimate Ticket 
machine, board mounted, containing 
two, almost full, rolls of ‘Transport 
Services’ tickets, which appears to 
dispense tickets as it should, together 
with two different versions of the Almex 
Ticket Machine, the latter both being 
untested. (3) 
 £30-50
 

316. A vintage Bell Punch Bus Ticket 
Machine, number 70043, with original 
leather adjustable strap, which appears 
to be in working order, making a ringing 
sound when a ticket is inserted in the slot 
and the lever depressed, and producing 
a clean punched hole in the ticket. The 
machine is accompanied by a ten slot 
wooden Ticket Rack containing the  full 
complement of  unused ticket blocks 
from various operators.  (2) 
 £60-80
 
317. Forty one unused Ultimate 
Ticket Rolls of various denominations, 
from a variety of different operators 
including Blackpool CT, Cardiff, Dundee, 
Ipswich, Hull, Newport, Northampton, 
Nottingham, Tayside and ‘Transport 
Services’ together with twenty two 
unused ticket blocks for punch type 
machines which include sixteen from East 
Yorkshire and a Blackpool Corporation 
Emergency Ticket block. (63)
 £50-80
 
318. A Burnley & Pendle Joint 
Transport Committee  Ultimate Bus 
Ticket Machine, a six way version of 
this machine containing tickets, which 
appears to operate as it should. The 
machine is lacking the leather strap but 
comes with seven spare Burnley & Pendle 
ticket rolls, seven Ultimate Auxiliary 
Way-Bill forms and is housed in a Burnley, 
Nelson and Colne metal carry case.
 £40-60
 
319. A London Transport 
Routemaster Bus Canopy Blind Box, 
which on the original vehicle would 
have been sited above the forward 
facing lower saloon passenger window. 
The box appears to be in working order 
and currently contains an LT ‘AA’  linen 
Catford Garage numeric blind, dated 
2.3.72,  which displays routes 1, 47, 
54, 75, 94, 180, 185 and 192. Without 
significantly compromising the integrity 
of the unit, with a rechargeable battery 
pack and switch fitted to the top side, 
an attempt has been made to facilitate 
some illumination of the blind. This lot 
also includes a spare ‘MM’  numeric linen 
West Ham Garage blind, dated 4.6.83, 
which displays routes 58, 69, 86, 225, 
241, 262, S1 and N99
 £80-120
 

320. A Setright Bus Ticket Machine, 
serial number 15514, complete with back 
plate and strap, appearing to dispense 
tickets as it should, although would 
benefit from re-inking. This machine, 
original operator unknown, comes with 
over a dozen Setright ticket rolls from 
various operators - Southdown, London 
Pride, Yellow Buses Bournemouth etc, 
together with some part rolls and  it is 
housed in a red metal Setright carry case 
marked ‘CO2’
 £40-60
 
321. A vintage London Transport 
Routemaster Bus Centre Rear Panel, part 
of Body B372 which was first fitted to 
RM604 (WLT604) in June 1981, a hard to 
find item as this rear panel was modified 
on all Routemaster buses later in their 
service lives when the rear exterior 
lighting arrangement was updated. The 
overall dimensions of the panel are 
approximately 66.5 x 40cm and a small 
lift up panel  containing the lens conceals 
the original lighting components, most 
of which appear to remain in situe, and 
the panel itself can be opened and locked 
with the T key which is included as part of 
this lot.
 £80-120
 
322. A Sheffield Transport 
Department T.I.M. Bus Ticket Machine, 
printing decimal value tickets headed 
‘S.T.D & S.J.O.C’, which with careful 
positioning fits into the accompanying 
S.T.D. ‘Leadmill Garage’ labelled metal 
carry case . The case, which has a Setright 
machine backing plate insert recess, also 
contains seven, hard to find, Sheffield 
plastic bus tokens of various colours and 
denominations, two Sheffield Transport 
Transfer Slips, some unused Midland 
Bank money envelopes and nine spare 
ticket rolls.
 £50-80
 
323. A vintage enamel London 
Underground sign for the Northern Line 
station  ‘Tufnell Park’, approximately 55.5 
x 71cm, having some signs of age related 
wear and some damage, predominantly 
to the white enamel at the left hand 
corners and centre bottom edge. To 
facilitate wall hanging of the sign, two 
decorative metal strips with ‘Northern 
Line’ decals are included. The original 
LT ‘Northern Line’ magnetic nameplate 
strip, which is also included, is easily 
removeable.
 £80-120
 

324. A London Transport Gibson  
A14, alpha code fares version Bus 
Conductors Ticket Machine, serial 
number 30858, which appears to 
dispense tickets as it should although 
would benefit from re-inking, complete 
with harness and webbing in its original 
London Transport carry case. The case 
also includes a diagram identifying 
the main parts of the machine, a 1985 
Schedule Card for Service 15 Sunday Duty 
No. 9, a fare chart for Service 144 and 
a copy of the  LT staff newsletter ‘The 
Busman’ dated November 1972.
 £250-350
 
325. A vintage London Transport 
Bus Conductors Leather Cash Bag, strap 
and T-key, with the LT roundel impressed 
into the front of the bag, together with 
a scarce, unopened London Transport 
Emergency Ticket Pack which contains 
eight unused decimal ticket blocks of 
various denominations housed in a small 
wooden rack and an LT Emergency Cash 
Total sheet. These emergency packs were 
designed to come into use if a Gibson (or 
other) machine became unserviceable 
mid-duty. Also included as part of this lot 
is a Ticket Punch and a small quantity of 
London Transport cash bags.
 £50-80
 
326. A vintage London Transport 
Routemaster RML Bus Holloway Garage 
‘NN’ linen Destination Blind, dated 
28.11.85 housed in a custom built metal 
covered wooden frame, approximately 40 
x 132.5 x 15cm, containing full winding 
gear and ‘Routemaster’ branded metal 
winding handle, allowing the blind to 
be fully wound in either direction, the 
action appearing to be very smooth and 
the condition of the blind would appear 
to be generally VG. This very long blind 
contains some seventy four destinations 
and  five blanks, including twenty one 
Stations, ‘Stamford Bus Garage’ as well as 
many iconic Central Area destinations - 
‘Euston’, ‘Hyde Park Corner’, ‘Kings Cross’, 
Piccadilly Circus’, ‘Camden Town’, ‘Marble 
Arch’, ‘Oxford Street (Selfridges)’, ‘Park 
Lane (Hilton Hotel)’, ‘The Zoo’, ‘Sloane 
Square’, ‘Notting Hill Gate’, ‘Manor 
House’, ‘Trafalgar Square’, ‘Victoria’ etc. 
 £120-180
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327. A scarce vintage London 
Transport cast metal roundel, which 
would at one time have been attached to 
the front panel of a Central Area RF Bus. 
The panel measures approximately 61cm 
wide and 30cm tall at the highest point, 
and appears G+/VG. The RF buses began 
entering service with London Transport 
in September 1952 and the distinctive 
LT roundel being fixed to the front of the 
bus not only reinforced the LT branding 
and aided passenger identification, but it 
also enabled access to the radiator filler 
cap, as the upper central portion of the 
roundel is hinged.  Both component parts 
of the sign have their part numbers cast  
on the reverse, ‘RF 206 E2’ on the hinged 
central portion and ‘RF 205 E2’ cast onto 
the reverse of the sign behind the  ‘LON’  
part of the varnish fix transfer.
 £120-180
 
328. A vintage London Transport 
Routemaster Bus grille, which was 
carried by RML2577 (JJD577D) at some 
point in its service life. The vehicle first 
entered service with London Transport in 
November 1966 and most likely carried 
this front grille during the 1970’s/1980’s. 
The grille retains its London Transport 
badge and chrome trim and generally 
appears G/VG although the V shaped 
badge backing plate needs to be 
relocated into the upper right open 
edge of the chrome trim surround. Two 
large screws  with washers and an insert 
for the back of the mesh grille are also 
included to facilitate wall hanging of this 
item.
 £200-300
 
329. A Spode England Bone China 
Y8063 Fleur de Lys pattern, from a Spode 
design c1860, comprising nine dinner 
plates, nine lunch plates (one af), three 
twin handled lidded tureens, two oval 
platters, nine soups, two sauce boats 
and saucers, teapot, nine trios and four 
teacups, nine coffee trios (missing one 
saucer), milk jug, coffee pot and a sugar 
bowl, in three carboard boxes marked 
with Asprey Bond Street London W1Y 
0AR paper labels
 £600-800
 
330. An Olympic Slendid 66 
typewriter, together with a Spanish 
rapier and a bone handle walking stick (3)
 £30-50
 

331. A nice collection relating to 
Christian Sebastian Buckley (1886-
1973), Buckley played at centre half 
for Brighton and Hove Albion, Aston 
Villa and Arsenal in his career between 
the years 1905-1921, after retiring he 
returned to Aston Villa and joined the 
Board of Directors in 1936, later serving 
as Chairman from 1955 to 1966. This lot 
includes a 9ct gold multi tool engraved C. 
S. Buckley, an EPNS and leather covered 
hip flask, an Aston Villa League Cup 
Final 1971 Celebration Banquet itinerary 
signed by Doug Ellis and members of the 
squad, various letters from the Football 
Association and Birmingham City Police 
relating to Buckley’s stepping down as 
Chairman, A 1966 World Cup Souvenir 
Programme, boxed pin dish for assistance 
in preparation or the competition, etc.
 £300-500
 
332. A 1940s and 1950s 
photograph album of Speedway Riders, 
mostly signed examples relating to 
Wolverhampton and Cradley Heath 
Speedway with annotations. Signed 
examples include Cyril Quick, Ken Brown, 
Allan Sutcliffe, Roy Moreton, Les Tolley, 
Alan Hunt, Bill Kemp, Stan Dell, Dennis 
Hitchens, etc. Including team and other 
group photographs.
 £250-350
 
333. A Wolverhampton Art & 
Industrial Exhibition 1902 souvenir 
photograph album, published by 
H. J. Whitlock & Sons together with 
an example published by Hildreth & 
Chambers (2)
 £100-150
 
334. A glazed stoneware birds beak 
ink pot, impressed Blackwood & Co 
Patent Syphon, 15 cm high x 6.5cm max 
diameter
 £30-50
 
335. A green glass flask, long neck, 
slightly waisted, EIIR 1947-1972 seal, 
20cm high
 £30-50
 
336. An early 19th Century 
stoneware flask, having relief decoration 
of young girl in outdoor setting, 19cm 
high, some cracks and chips
 £60-80
 
337. A Ridgway treacle glazed figural 
gin flask, in the form of a mermaid, 
18.5cm high
 £100-150
 

338. Two treacle glazed figural flasks, 
Toby atop barrel, 24.5cm and 25cm high 
(2)
 £120-180
 
339. Five Belper & Denby Bournes 
Potteries figural flasks, including Lord 
John Russell, Daniel O Connell Esq, 
William IVTHS, Queen Alexandria Victoria 
and another, tallest, 21.5cm max high, 
some with corks (5)
 £150-200
 
340. A Victorian treacle glazed flask, 
having relief female profiles to either 
side, 23cm high
 £100-120
 
341. Four reproduction stoneware 
flasks, one Lord Nelson cordial flask 
having relief figural decoration, 19cm 
high, a small green glazed knight 
example, 16cm high, a double sided 
Victoria/Duchess of Kent example, 22 
cm high and a crossed armed gentleman 
flask, 28cm high (4)
 £80-120
 
342. Two stoneware flasks, one 
having gentleman sniffing snuff and one 
smoking verso, 16.5cm high together with 
a smaller example with fan decoration to 
neck, 15cm high (2)
 £60-80
 
343. A treacle glazed figural flask, 
gentleman in tricorn hat, impressed 
Edward Whyatt of Bondary verso, 24cm 
high
 £120-180
 
344. A large collection of 
entertainment, film and TV ephemera 
and signed photographs, mostly dating 
from the 1950s and 1960s, including 
George Formby, Kenn Dodd, Bob Hope, 
Diana Rigg, Roger Moore, Lionel Blair, 
James Bolam, Richard Briers, etc. Viewing 
recommended.
 £100-150
 
345. A quantity of assorted ceramics, 
including a large blue and white Old 
Willow pattern charger, 46cm x 44cm. 
Together with a Royal Worcester Roanoke 
charger, etc (7)
 £40-60
 

346. A set of five Georgian reverse 
glass coloured prints, of The Disciples 
comprising St. Matthew with Cherub and 
book, St,. Mark with Lion, St. Luke with 
Ox, St. John with Eagle and quill, St. Paul 
with sword and congregation, contained 
in rosewood frames. Image sizes 34cm x 
24cm. Total size 41cm x 31cm each.
 £600-800
 
347. A signed 1920s Cries of London 
musical score, introduced by Henry 
Chance Newton, signed Music arranged 
by Vincent Thomas, signed and notes by 
Octavius Pink. 
 £50-100
 
348. A mid 20th Century French 
rotary dial telephone, with ‘Mother-In-
Law’ ear piece extension
 £70-90
 
349. An early 20th century brass 
oil lamp, circular swept base waisted 
stem and tapered reservoir, supporting 
a domed white opaque shade and 
colourless glass chimney, two boxed 
fabric burners and a mantle, 60 cm high
 £40-60
 
350. A John Gray & Sons Banjo/
Banjolele/Ukulele, titled to the head 
‘The Mamelon Oxford Road Manchester’, 
with drum and missing strings, tail pieces 
and bridge, in need of attention, 56.5 cm 
Long  X drum 22 cm diameter X 7.5 cm 
deep
 £40-60
 
351. Two earl 20th century oak 
eight day mantle clocks, a ‘Napoleon 
Hat’ example, on bracket feet and bead 
decorated border, silvered face and 
Arabic numerals, 53 cm long X 24 cm 
high X 16 cm deep, the other a Smiths 
example 25 cm long X 21 cm high X 12 cm 
deep, with steel chapter ring with Arabic 
numerals (2)
 £30-50
 
352. A Sony Compact Hi-Fi Stereo 
System XO-D101CD, with speakers, and 
operating instructions, 44 cm high X 35 
cm wide X 33 cm deep
 £40-60
 
353. A pair of Chinese Blanc de Chine 
vase lamp bases, late 20th century, on 
ebonised carved bases and brass fittings,  
47 cm high (2)
 £40-60
 

354. Two late 19th century brass 
‘Lucerne’ table lamps, (now converted to 
electricity) both with circular bases, one 
with three lights the smaller with three, 
carry handles and green shades, 63 cm 
high and 53 cm high
 £40-60
 
355. A late 19th century African 
Knobkerrie, circular terminal, tapered 
stem, 65 cm long 
 £30-50
 
356. A 19th century mahogany fret 
carved mirror, with gilt carved outline, 
pierced fleur de Lys in gilt, some missing 
veneer, 83 cm high X 42 cm wide 
 £20-30
 
357. A Sheraton style Edwardian 
shield shaped dressing table mirror, in an 
open work frame and scroll supports, 56 
cm high X 40 cm wide 
 £40-60
 
358. A pair of Arts and Crafts oak 
foot stools, of square tapered form, with 
reeded and inverted scroll design, below 
a brass stud band with red velvet stuff 
over seats, 32 cm square X 20 cm high (2)
 £30-50
 
359. A Victorian Aesthetic movement 
stained walnut piano stool, the turned 
and slight splayed legs, with central 
ovoid support, on a square top with 
red cushioned top and lacquered brass 
screw fixing, 50 cm high X 33 cm square, 
together with a rush seated oak framed 
stool (2)
 £40-60
 
360. An Anglepoise desk lamp model 
1208/0 designed by George Carwardine, 
circa 1934,  four springs, on a cast iron 
square tapered base, marked to stem
 £40-60
 
361. A large brass electrolier, the 
eight scroll arms, with leaf terminals, on 
a shaped central column support, 46 cm 
high X 81 cm diameter (af) to one scroll
 £40-60
 
362. A large brass ten branch 
electrolier, scroll arms above and below, 
on a shaped central column, with a 
double headed eagle finial, 70 cm high X 
80 cm wide 
 £50-100
 

363. A brass five branch electrolier, 
five scroll arms, on a bulbous shaped 
stem, 30 cm high X 42 cm wide 
 £30-50
 
364. The Ebor Cash-Till, in mahogany, 
with brass twist scroll handle and pull out 
drawer with fitted interior 23 cm wide X 
46 cm deep X 18 cm high
 £30-50
 
365. An oak framed upholstered 
piano stool, having green and brass stud 
work upholstered seat to lift top revealing 
three division interior for music, twin 
handles, shaped feet 53cm x 36cm x 
60cm high
 £20-40
 
366. An oak three tier cake or plate 
stand, having barley twist supports and 
stretchers, 84cm high together with a 
plain mahogany example 89cm high (2)
 £30-50
 
367. An oak chest of drawers, having 
two short over two long drawers, brass 
drop handles, bracket feet, column sides 
and chamfered corners, 110cm x 54cm x 
86cm high (af)
 £80-100
 
368. A mahogany duchess style 
dressing table, having central swing 
mirror flanked by jewel drawers with long 
drawer under, on baluster column front 
supports, shaped stretcher, 106cm x 50 
cm x 150cm high
 £30-50
 
369. An oval mahogany drop leaf 
gate leg table,  on pad feet, 130cm 
extended
 £40-60
 
370. A contemporary mahogany 
cabinet, having double doors opening 
to two shelf interior and two division 
bottom section on tapering square feet, 
77cm high x 72cm wide x 45cm deep
 £20-30
 
371. A rectangular mahogany drop 
leaf gate leg table, having turned legs 
and shaped supports, 70cm high x 164cm 
extended x 104cm
 £20-30
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372. A mahogany washstand, having 
raised back, turned column baluster front 
supports, shaped stretcher, on squat bun 
feet, 69.5cm high x 104cm wide x 48cm 
deep
 £30-50
 
373. A flame mahogany bow front 
chest of drawers,  having two short over 
three graduated long drawers, shaped 
apron, carved and moulded pilaster 
supports, turned feet, turned handles 
centred with sunbursts, 142cm high x 
139cm wide x 56cm deep
 £100-150
 
374. A set of four oak framed chairs, 
having carved and pierced back splat 
with urn over lattice, floral upholstered 
stuffover seats, turned front legs, 85cm 
high
 £40-60
 
375. A mahogany chest of two short 
over three graduated long drawers, 
turned handles, plinth support, 104.5cm 
high x 102.5cm x 47cm
 £40-60
 
376. A modern pine sage green 
painted cabinet, having double doors to 
five shelf interior with row of hooks, on 
compressed bun feet, panelled doors, 
stepped cornice, 201cm high x 135cm x 
41cm deep
 £80-100
 
377. An oak utility desk, having 
rectangular top with rexine writing 
surface over kneehole flanked by two 
drawers on shaped tapering legs, 137cm 
x 77cm x 76.5cm 
 £40-60
 
378. An oak commode chest, having 
two over two drawers with brass handles 
on squat feet, 50cm x 41cm x 50cm high
 £20-30
 
379. A pair of mahogany framed 
balloon back bedroom chairs, having 
shaped floral upholstered stuff over 
seats, splayed front legs, front bobbin 
support stretchers, one chair missing one 
stretcher support at side
 £30-40
 

380. A George III oak circular snap 
top tripod table, having four plank top, 
vase support, shaped, splayed supports, 
wear and repairs, 63cm diameter x63cm 
high together with a circular top tripod 
table on turned column support and 
shaped splayed feet, 42.5cm diameter x 
67cm high (2)
 £80-120
 
381. Two small oak occasional tables, 
one of rectangular form, 57cm x 36cm x 
31cm high (missing peg to stretcher) the 
other circular, 30cm diameter x 36cm 
high, both with shaped edges (2)
 £10-20
 
382. A Victorian burr walnut oval 
loo table, having carved scroll border on 
vase support, four carved splayed feet 
with urn terminal under, 121cm x 92cm x 
73cm high
 £200-300
 
383. An oak framed rocking chair, 
having leather and stud upholstered seat 
and shaped back, spindle front stretcher
 £30-50
 
384. A cast iron and painted oak 
Preacher’s lectern and screen, with 
repeating floral and scroll grill panels 
either side of a protruding rostrum with 
brass overhead light, decorated with 
fleur-de-lys design, having carved oak and 
rope bollards. With In Loving Memory 
Plaque dated 1967 to bottom right side 
fixed column. 174cm wide x 129cm tall 
with light x 43cm deep.
 £100-120
 
385. An important piece of musical 
and Titanic history, A late 19th early 
20th Century oak barley twist gate leg 
table 104cm wide x 133cm extended by 
73cm high, where composer and ‘English 
Waltz King’ Archibald Joyce (1873-1963) 
composed and wrote ‘Song d’automne’, 
the last piece of music played on the deck 
of the Titanic as she was sinking in the 
early hours 15th April 1912. The table 
has been in the possession of the direct 
descendants of Joyce, the present vendor 
is the Great Niece of Archibald, as her 
Grandfather on her Mother’s side was 
Bertram Joyce, the Brother of Archibald 
and a composer in his own right under 
the name Manton Bennett. The lot is 
accompanied with framed sheet music 
by Manton Bennett ‘Fun By Moonlight’ 
34cm x 51cm.
 £300-500
 

386. A contemporary Middle Eastern 
wool Bokhara carpet, rectangular with 
central all-over pattern, against a cream 
coloured ground, surrounded by multiple 
borders, with tasselled ends, 280 cm long 
X 185 cm wide 
 £100-120
 
387. A contemporary  Middle Eastern 
woollen Jaldar Gold carpet, all over 
central pattern, against a gold ground, 
within multiple borders,  with tasselled 
ends, 305 cm long X 244 cm wide
 £100-120
 
388. An early 20th century woollen 
Afghan rug, with three central octagonal 
gulls, against a red and orange ground, 
within multiple borders, 150 cm X 105 cm 
 £30-50
 
389. Two small woollen Middle 
Eastern rugs with central all-over 
patterns against a red ground (2)
 £40-60
 
390. A large gilt over mantle mirror, 
120cm high X 110 cm high, together with 
another with white ceramic bun feet, 81 
cm X 124 cm 
 £50-100
 
391. Five late 19th early 20th century 
balloon back chairs, with cream slip in 
seats (5)
 £50-100
 
392. A Victorian dark walnut 
upholstered button backed chair, with 
carved floral back rail, turned supports 
on brass castors, brown floral pattern 
heightened in red, on brass castors, on 
(af)
 £40-60
 
393. A George III mahogany chest 
of drawers, flat fronted two short over 
three graduated long drawers, with brass 
swan neck handles, on bracket feet and 
moulded top,  88 cm wide X 55 cm deep 
X 83 cm high
 £80-100
 
394. A set of eight burr walnut 
Chippendale dinning chairs, comprising 
six single examples and two carvers, all 
with floral embroidered slip in seats, 
below central pieced back splats and 
shaped back rails (8)
 £150-200
 

395. A large George III oak gate leg 
table, of oval design, on turned supports, 
united by a lower stretcher, on turned 
circular feet, 143 cm wide X 163 cm 
extended X 74 cm high
 £80-120
 
396. A William IV walnut, mahogany 
and ebony strung weighted cheval mirror, 
rectangular shape, on swept supports, 
cross banded mirror with counted 
weighted sides, shaped handle, on brass 
castors, 138 cm high X 63 cm wide X 63 
cm deep
 £70-80
 
397. A Victorian walnut oval sofa 
table, the moulded satinwood, quarter 
veneered inlaid top, supported on turned 
and carved supports, cabriole scroll 
carved legs  united by a single carved 
stretcher on ceramic castors, 91 cm wide 
X 47 cm deep X 71 cm high 
 £40-60
 
398. A Victorian pine painted 
blanket box, on plinth base, hinged top, 
90 cm wide X 49 cm deep X 47 cm high, 
together with a domed topped beach 
bound trunk, canvas and metal mounted, 
painted handles, patterned paper interior, 
72 cm wide X 44 cm deep X 48 cm high 
(2)
 £60-80
 
399. Three Scalextric sets, Escort XR3i 
Racing, Rallye Sprint, Night Stages (3)
 £50-80
 
400. Four Scalextric sets, Grand Prix 
8, Set 55, Set 88, Set 80 (4)
 £60-100
 
401. Three Scalextric sets, Ford 
Cosworth, Set 31, Night Stages, together 
with a Micro G-Force Skyloop set (4), 
 £50-80
 
402. A quantity of Scalextric, 
including boxed cars (motors missing), 
together with a quantity of boxed track.
 £40-60
 
403. A large quantity of assorted 
20th Century costume dolls, including 
examples from Egypt, New Zealand, 
Yugoslavia,  France, etc. Mostly boxed or 
bagged examples Approximately 40 dolls.
 £30-50
 

404. A large quantity of assorted 
20th Century costume dolls, including 
examples from Greece, Malta, Germany, 
Hawaii, China, English, Welsh, Scottish, 
Irish etc. Mostly boxed or bagged 
examples. Approximately 40
 £30-50
 
405. A large quantity of assorted 
20th Century costume dolls, including 
examples from China, Italy, Belgium, 
Hawaii, Brazil, etc. Mostly bagged or 
boxed examples, approximately 30 dolls.
 £25-40
 
406. A large quantity of assorted 
soft toys, including a large Lassie toy by 
California Stuffed Toys.
 £20-40
 
407. A collection of Olympic related 
toys, including a 2008 Beijing Games 
Fuwa boxed set of soft toys, 1996 Atlanta 
and 2014 Brazil World Cup toys, etc. 
Together with two Muppet show figures, 
a set of Homepride scales and a quantity 
of Walt Disney soft toys
 £50-80
 
408. A Dam Things Iggynormous troll 
doll, together with four smaller examples 
including other manufacturers (5)
 £40-60
 
409. Charlie Bears CB131315 Henry, 
46cm tall. With tags and bag
 £20-40
 
410. Charlie Bears CB183941 Woody, 
48cm tall. With tags and bag
 £20-40
 
411. A 2007 limited edition Rhiw 
Valley teddy Bear, Jack limited edition 1 
of 1 with mohair body and green glass 
eyes. 26cm tall
 £50-80
 
412. Four Harrods Teddy Bears, 1849-
1999 Bear, 2010 Bear, 2011 Bear, 2016 
Bear, all with tags (4)
 £50-80
 

413. A massive collection of original 
colour transparencies, mostly 35mm 
slides depicting various Railway related 
scenes including building, locomotives, 
lines, etc. Mostly appearing to be from 
the 1980s through to early 21st century. 
Including British and European railways, 
most slides with annotations. Viewing 
recommended with slides numbering 
in the thousands, mostly contained in 
plastic cases.
 £400-600
 
414. A quantity of Railway related 
photographs and negatives, including 
black and white and colour, mostly British 
examples. 
 £80-120
415. A large quantity of assorted 
Railway related DVDs, together with 
some British Rail manuals and instruction 
books
 £30-50
 
416. A Southern Railway Notice 
enamel sign, marked ‘Waterloo Station 
1925’ to lower left. 45cm x 30cm.
 £80-120
 
417. A reproduction cast iron 
Railway sign, London Brighton & South 
Coast Railway Prevention of Consumption 
sign. 30cm x 16.5cm. Together with a 
limited edition 1975 cast metal plaque (2)
 £50-80
 
418. A large quantity of assorted 
Lego, including Lego Star Wars sets, 
Bionicle, Technic, etc. mostly loose, some 
models partially built
 £100-150
 
419. A Mamod steam Roadster, 
39.5cm long.
 £50-80
 
420. A quantity of diecast models, 
mostly Days Gone, including Bburago 
Bijoux Collection 1:24 scale and Bburago 
Metal models. Approximately 100 
models, all boxed.
 £50-80
 
421. Four Matchbox Superfast 
models, #27 #55 #57 #69, all boxed. 
Together with a Matchbox 1977 Souvenir 
Jubilee bus and a Corgi Black beauty 
model (6)
 £30-50
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422. Seventeen OO gauge coaches, 
including Lima, Mainline and Hornby 
examples, all boxed (17)
 £60-100
 
423. A quantity of Hornby Dublo, 
including an EDP1 Passenger Train set 
(missing locomotive) rolling stock, points, 
track, etc, all boxed. Together with a 
quantity of unboxed track. (21)
 £60-80
 
424. Three OO gauge locomotives, 
including a Lima 20 5103MW, Lima 
205115 MWG, Airfix castle Class BR 
54125-5, all boxed (3)
 £60-100
 
425. A Bowman ‘Snipe’ steam speed 
boat model, with box and instructions.
 £150-250
 
426. A quantity of OO gauge rolling 
stock, including coaches and wagons, 
some boxed, makers including Hornby, 
Lima, Trackmaster, etc. Together with a 
Hornby R950 Master Control Unit, boxed 
and various accessories.
 £40-60
 
427. Two Dinky military vehicles, 
691 Striker Anti-Tank Vehicle, 694 Tank 
Destroyer, both boxed. (2)
 £60-80
 
428. Three Corgi military vehicle 
models, 902 M60A1 Medium Tank, 900 
PzKpfw Tiger Mk. 1, 905 SU100 Russian 
Tank Destroyer, all boxed (3)
 £60-80
 
429. Four Corgi military vehicles, 
GS10 Tank Transporter and Centurion Mk. 
III Tank, 903 Chieftain Tank, 904 King Tiger 
Tank, SY100 Russian Tank Destroyer, all 
boxed (4)
 £80-120
 
430. Four Corgi military vehicles, 902 
M60A1 Medium Tank, 903 Chieftain Tank 
x2, 907 German Semi-Track Hanomag 
Sdkfz 251/1 Rocket Launcher, all boxed 
(4)
 £80-120
 
431. A collection of Dinky Toys, 
including motorcycles with sidecars, 
tinplate RAC box, Postbox, etc (9)
 £50-80
 
432. Thirteen Dinky Toys models, 
including Caravans, buses, racing cars (13)
 £70-100

433. Thirteen Dinky Toys models, 
including cabriolets, saloon cars, etc, all 
unboxed (13)
 £70-100
 
434. Four Tri-Ang Minic tinplate 
vans, including a Carter Paterson van, 
together with various keys (4)
 £70-100
 
435. A quantity of diecast military 
models, including Dinky, Matchbox, Corgi, 
etc, all unboxed.
 £40-60
 
436. A quantity of assorted diecast 
models, some boxed, including a boxed 
Mercedes Cursor model 576, Matchbox 
Models of Yesteryear, etc
 £30-50
 
437. A late 19th/ early 20th century 
cast metal mechanical money bank, 
‘Always Did ‘Spise A Mule’, 24.5cm long.
 £100-150
 
438. A late 19th/ early 20th century 
cast metal mechanical money bank, 
‘Creedmore Bank Pat 1877’, 26cm long.
 £100-150
 
439. A Dragon 32 Family Computer, 
with box together with a 7hi board game 
and Chess set (3)
 £50-80
 
440. Two Scalextric slot cars, Tyrrell 
C121-010 and John Player Special C126, 
both with plastic cases (2)
 £30-50
 
441. A small collection of diecast 
models, including Corgi, Matchbox and 
Siku (13)
 £20-30
 
442. A collection of mid 20th century 
assorted doll’s house furniture, including 
porcelain, wooden and plastic examples.
 £30-50
 
443. An Airfix HO/OO scale Gun 
Emplacement Assault Set, including 
British Infantry And German Infantry 
WW2 figure sets
 £60-100
 
444. Five Airfix figure and vehicle 
sets, British Eighth Army, American 
Infantry, US Marines, Eighth Army, Field 
Gun and Tractor, boxed
 £40-60
 

445. Three boxed Schuco vehicle 
models, Replica Examico 4001, Replica 
Kommando-Auto 2000 and Replica Grand 
Prix Racer 1070 (3)
 £80-120
 
446. Marx Toys Mr Smash toy, 
clockwork walking Smash Martian No. 
5468, with box and antenna.
 £30-50
 
447. A Marx Toys Climbing Fireman, 
tinplate clockwork toy, with box
 £30-50
 
448. A miniature Leveton washing 
mangle, a cast iron and wooden build, 
circa. 1880. 24cm tall.
 £50-80
 
449. Three boxed tinplate toys, 
Crawling Baby, Mechanical Suzy Bouncing 
Ball and Gama Tank toy, all boxed (3)
 £50-80
 
450. A collection of tinplate 
clockwork animal toys, including 
Marx Tiger, Judenbach muzzled Bear, a 
miniature Schuco Bear, Circus Elephant 
playing a drum impressed ‘Germany’, 
clockwork Hedgehog, etc (6)
 £100-150
 
451. A Nomura Toys tinplate 
cheering rabbit, holding Union Jack flags 
aloft , with key in back. 18cm tall
 £40-60
 
452. A Lehmann tinplate clockwork 
Crawling Beetle, No. 431 with 
lithographed decoration. 9.5cm long.
 £50-80
 
453. A Lehmann tinplate clockwork 
Crawling Beetle, dated Apr. 23 1895 to 
back, with lithographed design. 9.5cm 
long.
 £50-80
 
454. A collection of tinplate and 
plastic clockwork toys, including a Winter 
Olympics 1972 tricycle, ‘Ours Gentleman 
Cycliste No. 265’ (boxed), a plastic Marx 
Disney Goofy, a duck on a tricycle, a 
chicken and chick toy, etc (7)
 £50-80
 
455. A Gebruder Einfalt tin plate 
gyroscope dancer, with saw tooth key. 
14cm long.
 £50-80
 

456. Two Tri-Ang Minic clockwork 
models, Post Office Telephone Van and 
Morris Van, both boxed (2)
 £40-60
 
457. A Nomura (Japan) tinplate and 
plastic Wind-Up Bartender, together with 
a Tri-ang Minic Kitty and Butterfly toy, 
both boxed.
 £50-80
 
458. A collection of vintage diecast 
models, including Dinky Toys 555 Fire 
Engine, Corgi 279 Rolls Royce Corniche, 
Matchbox Lesney No. 12, Matchbox 
Models of Yesteryear Y-1, all boxed (4)
 £50-80
 
459. A mixed collection of dolls, 
including a Pelham Puppet Poodle, Barbie 
Fashion Model Collection doll, Little 
Beauty Dressed Doll, Chiltern, miniature 
Armand Marseille bisque head miniature 
doll (15cm long), etc (12)
 £70-100
 
460. A late 19th Century/ early 20th 
Century cotton spinning reel doll, with 
wooden stem and face with painted eyes 
, fabric arms and fabric dress. 22cm tall
 £70-100
 
461. The Original, Amazing Dancing 
Charlie Illusion,  cardboard articulated 
Charlie Chaplin figure with original paper 
instructions and sleeve.
 £40-60
 
462. A Lehmann tinplate clockwork 
Zeppelin toy, 651 circa 1927/8. 19cm 
long.
 £70-100
 
463. A collection of tinplate vehicle 
models, including Tri-ang Minic, Chad 
Valley, Schuco, Brimtoy, etc. (8) Together 
with a quantity of keys
 £80-120
 
464. A boxed Chad Valley Wee-Kin 
Police Car, with key and original box
 £40-60
 
465. Two Wells Brimtoy tinplate 
clockwork bus models, 9/503 Mechanical 
Bus and 9/516 Mechanical Trolleybus, 
both boxed
 £50-80
 

466. A boxed set of 1930s German 
cast metal soldier figures, together with 
a Britains 23085, Empire Military Figures 
W1-1414, all boxed.
 £60-80
 
467. A John Wright Eureka tinplate 
money bank, in the form of a stove, 
circa 1870. 13.5cm tall. Together with 
a painted wooden cased miniature 
longcase clock with brass striking 
movement and pendulum, 22.5cm tall. 
(2)
 £40-60
 
468. A Hornby O gauge clockwork 
model railway, with tender loco number 
6161, two Pullman coaches ‘Joan’ and 
‘Zena’, boxed.
 £40-60
 
469. A quantity of assorted diecast, 
including Corgi Original Omnibus, 
Matchbox Skybuster, Corgi Classics, etc.
 £30-50
 
470. A mixed lot of assorted toys, 
including Lost in Space B-9 Robot, 
tinplate globe, an Indiana Jones cap gun, 
a quantity of clockwork toy keys, jigsaws, 
card decks, etc
 £50-80
 
471. A Corgi 50th Anniversary 
Mettoy Bus, London Routemaster Bus 
No. MT00101, boxed
 £30-50
 
472. A small collection of Tri-ang OO 
gauge model railway, comprising a diesel 
electric locomotive together with four 
coaches (5)
 £20-40
 
473. Six Corgi TV and film related 
diecast models, comprising 57402, 
CC05301, CC01901, CC05601, 01806, 
05301, together with a Day’s Gone Only 
Fools and Horses model, all boxed (7)
 £100-150
 
474. Six Corgi TV and film related 
diecast models, comprising 04419, 
00802, CC05501, 57405, CC87502, 00502, 
together with a Corgi Mini CC86501 and a 
Maisto Smart Car model, all boxed (8)
 £100-150
 

475. A good collection of Corgi James 
Bond 007 Definitive Bond Collection 
models, including Moonraker, For Your 
Eyes Only, A View To a Kill, Goldfinger 
examples, etc, all boxed (14)
 £150-200
 
476. Five Corgi James Bond 007 
diecast models, TY02501, TY06701, 
TY072001, TY07501, TY07601, all boxed 
(5)
 £50-80
 
477. Two Franklin Mint Star Trek 
Transdimentional Chess sets, box boxed.
 £60-80
 
478. A pair of chrome Sai daggers, 
with taped handles. 55cm long.
 £20-30
 
479. Six Franklin Mint Star Trek 
vehicles, all boxed.
 £50-80
 
480. A large quantity of Star Trek 
DVDs, including box sets, together with a 
boxed set of Star Trek The Screen Voyages 
Laser Disk set, Deep Space Nine the 
Complete Screen Collection, etc (4 Boxes)
 £40-60
 

END OF AUCTION
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ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS  

Please ensure you view the Full Terms & Conditions on our website  

  

Specialist Auctions Ltd Trading as Special Auction Services referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person acting upon his authority. In 
these Terms of Sale the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. English Law shall govern 
all transactions associated with this sale.  

Conditions of Sale   

Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by the Auctioneers are there upon their own risk. They shall 
have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused.  

Bidding procedures and the Buyer: You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any requested proof of identity and 
billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place before entering the auction room 
to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You are responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If 
you bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot 
and satisfied yourself regarding its condition and authenticity.   The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 20% 
of the Hammer Price if bidding in the room; telephone bidding or leaving a commission bid directly with SAS; and for all bidding online via SAS LIVE; 
and a premium of 25% will be charged for all bidding online via the-saleroom.com c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; 
and d) any VAT due.  

VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge  VAT at the current 
rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that VAT is payable by the buyer on the 
hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of 
VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because 
VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. [These lots are 
liable to the standard rate of VAT (currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the hammer price 
and buyer’s premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on the hammer 
price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is not recoverable as input 
tax.   

Payment:  Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash (maximum £10,000) or 
bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful telephone, online and commission bidders via email or post. 
Your items can be made ready for collection by appointment only. This also applies for courier collection. We are unable to offer in house postage yet 
in Dudley but recommend That’s your lot based locally in Wombourne on 01902 75212 or info@thats-your-lot.co.uk. We also reserve the right to ask 
the buyer to complete a disclaimer regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay for and 
personally collect or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days following 
the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within this time period, you 
will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot.  Warranties: The Seller warrants to us and to you 
that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller is able to transfer 
good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the 
Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct. 
If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing. Neither 
we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any inaccuracies in the 
information provided by the Seller except as set out below.   

Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are not 
liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). Weights and measurements 
given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before the auction. You (and any independent 
consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any 
failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot. Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, 
provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held 
and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect 
condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condition of 
second hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any 
saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We will give indications of provenance where stated by 
sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials 
and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.  
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